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ROCHESTER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Abstract
Chester F. Carlson Center for Imaging Science
An Examination of Environmental Applications for Uncooled Thermal Infrared 
Remote Sensing Instruments
by Cody M. WEBBER
viii
Advancements in system design for thermal instruments require assessment of po-
tential environmental applications and appropriate data processing techniques. A
novel multi-band thermal imaging system was proposed by DRS Leonardo for the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration Earth Science Technology Office In-
strument Incubator Program, for which these criteria were assessed. The Multi-Band
Uncooled Radiometer Imager (MURI) is a six spectral channel instrument designed
to collect images in the thermal infrared, specifically in the range of 7.5 to 12.5 µm.
The work detailed in this thesis characterizes the ability of a thermal imager with
an uncooled microbolometer focal plane array to provide valuable data for environ-
mental science applications. Here, a pair of studies using simulated data demon-
strates the ability of a multispectral instrument such as MURI to detect enhanced
levels of atmospheric methane using a novel approach that performs similarly to a
state of the art algorithm when applied to MURI data. The novel method is evalu-
ated using a controlled concentration simulated dataset to determine the extent of its
detection capabilities and its dependence on atmospheric conditions. The methane
investigations reveal the system is capable of detecting a 20 m thick CH4 plume of
10-20 ppm above background levels when column water vapor is low using both the
NDMI and matched filter approaches. Additionally, land surface temperature and
emissivity retrieval techniques were applied to experimental MURI data recorded
during initial test flights to assess their accuracy with MURI data. Utilizing split win-
dow and Temperature Emissivity Separation make this examination distinct as this
establishes that proven methods can be applied to uncooled multiband imager data.
Application of these methods to MURI data demonstrated the system is capable of
temperature retrievals with Root Mean Square Errors of less than 1 K to measured
reference values and surface emissivity retrievals within 2% of reference database
values. The definition and application of the Normalized Differential Methane In-
dex in this thesis demonstrates a novel approach for detection of enhanced plumes
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The field of remote sensing provides tools suitable for large scale environmental
monitoring and research. Remote imagers and detectors have the unique ability to
record sizeable swaths of land surface and atmospheric column data without requir-
ing costly and time consuming ground truth collections. Imaging systems designed
to collect data in the thermal infrared have demonstrated the ability to determine
land surface temperature and retrieve land surface emissivity [24, 35, 36, 59, 94, 93],
both of which are important variables for studying climatology, evapotranspiration,
and vegetation monitoring [50, 53, 59]. Airborne imagers have been used to detect
the presence of enhanced levels or rogue emissions of gasses [17, 47, 55, 89, 90]. Ad-
vancements in system design for thermal instruments requires assessment of poten-
tial environmental applications and data processing methods. The work performed
for this thesis evaluates the potential of an uncooled multispectral imaging system to
provide data viable for environmental applications. This evaluation includes iden-
tifying and formulating methods for a multispectral instrument to retrieve land sur-
face temperature and identify enhanced levels of atmospheric gasses. In order to
accomplish these goals, the Multiband Uncooled Radiometer Imager (MURI) instru-
ment was chosen as an example for evaluating methods and applications.
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1.2 Motivation for Thesis
DRS Leonardo proposed a novel multi-band thermal imaging system for the Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration Earth Science Technology Office In-
strument Incubator Program. The design for this system utilizes a microbolometer
focal plane array. This allows the imaging instrument to operate at ambient temper-
ature without requiring a cooling system for the focal plane array. The Multi-Band
Uncooled Radiometer Imager (MURI) is a six spectral channel instrument designed
to collect images in the thermal infrared, specifically in the range of 7.5 to 12.5 µm.
In preparation for test flights of the airborne demonstration instrument, the science
team at the Rochester Institute of Technology was tasked with producing perfor-
mance predictions as well as exploring environmental applications and methods
that could utilize MURI’s six bands [28].
The six MURI bands are specified below in Table 1.1, along with potential ap-
plications. This thesis will focus on two environmental applications. The first ap-
plication is methane monitoring. MURI’s band 1 is allocated to overlap with a set
of strong absorption features present around 7.68 µm. The second application is
retrieval of surface temperature. Of the six bands, two bands are allocated to resem-
ble the Thermal Infrared Sensor (TIRS) aboard NASA’s Landsat 8 satellite, which is
used for land surface temperature retrieval. This overlap provides an avenue for
comparison between temperature retrieval methods applied to MURI and TIRS [28].
TABLE 1.1: MURI Band Allocations and Potential Applications
Band # Center Wavelength Band Width Potential Application
B1 7.68µm 0.10µm methane monitoring
B2 8.55µm 0.35µm SO2, cloud/volcanic ash properties
B3 9.07µm 0.36µm surface minerals, SO2
B4 10.05µm 0.54µm LST, vegetation, surface minerals
B5 10.90µm 0.59µm LST, TIRS (band 10) overlap
B6 12.05µm 1.01µm LST, TIRS (band 11) overlap
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1.2.1 Detection of Enhanced Atmospheric Methane Using Simulated Multi-
spectral Remote Sensing Data Context and Motivation
Remote detection of methane is a useful tool for detecting and eliminating rogue
emission sources. In an effort to be applied to the field of enhanced methane detec-
tion, the design of the MURI instrument takes advantage of a collection of methane
absorption lines around 7.6 µm by including a single spectral band centered on 7.68
µm. The studies described in Chapter 3 were performed in order to determine if
detection of enhanced levels of atmospheric methane was possible with only a sin-
gle broadband thermal infrared channel dedicated to methane spectral features. In
support of that goal, identifying methods of enhanced methane detection that could
work with a multispectral instrument was essential. Once we established detection
was possible with the system, predicting detectable scenarios became the new focus.
1.2.2 Motivation and Context for Examination of Land Surface Tempera-
ture Retrieval Methods on Simulated MURI Data
Land surface temperature is a key factor and the direct driving force in the exchange
of long-wave infrared radiation at the interface between the surface of the Earth and
the atmosphere [59][70]. Accurate land surface temperature retrievals are important
for a myriad of environmental remote sensing applications such as evapotranspira-
tion, vegetation monitoring, and carbon flux mapping [1][50][53]. A primary goal
of the MURI project is to demonstrate that accurate land surfaces temperature re-
trievals can be accomplished using an uncooled microbolometer imager. Chapter
4 details efforts to identify multispectral temperature retrieval methods to use on
MURI data collected during test flights. Land surface temperature will serve as the
primary metric of comparison between this instrument and the state of the art, Land-
sat 8 TIRS, and ground truth measurements.
1.2.3 Motivation and Context for Enhanced Atmospheric Methane Detec-
tion Method Validation Experiments
While Chapter 3 details the efforts to determine the effectiveness of detecting en-
hanced level of atmospheric methane, Chapter 5 details attempts to validate both the
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MURI system’s methane detection capabilities and the novel approach to methane
detection designed using the MURI system’s specifications. While a physical exper-
iment was planned, due to the novel coronavirus pandemic of 2020, simulated data
are once again used here in place of collected thermal infrared imagery. As detection
with the system and the novel approach have been determined to be possible, the
focus is to validate the results and characterize performance across various scenar-
ios.
1.2.4 Motivation and Context for Land Surface Temperature Retrieval for
MURI’s Airborne Demonstration Instrument
Initial test flights for MURI’s airborne demonstration instrument were performed in
August and September of 2019. These test flights are the first opportunity to vali-
date not only the ability of MURI to collect images, but the methods chosen for data
evaluation. Test flights for the MURI system provide an avenue for validating the
system’s temperature retrieval capability using real MURI data. During these test
flights, ground surface measurements of temperature and emissivity were recorded.
Chapter 6 describes the test flight experimental setup to record ground measure-
ments and provides the results of applying two temperature retrieval methods to
real MURI data for these test flights. During the application of the Temperature and
Emissivity Separation method, an examination was performed to examine the best
way to calculate coefficients necessary for the algorithm.
1.3 Objectives
The overall goal of the MURI science team at RIT is to produce performance predic-
tions and test flight results for MURI in the environmental applications of enhanced
atmospheric methane detection and land surface temperature retrieval. This thesis
describes three primary objectives pursued in support of that goal:
1. Determine the Atmospheric Methane Detection Capability of the MURI Instru-
ment
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(a) Identify or define multispectral methods for methane detection (Matched
Filter and Normalized Differential Methane Index)
(b) Identify scene conditions that allow for detection of enhanced atmospheric
methane using the MURI instrument
2. Characterize the Land Surface Temperature Retrieval Capabilities of the MURI
Instrument
(a) MURI performance predictions using the Split Window Technique and
comparison to Landsat 8 TIRS
(b) Identify a temperature retrieval approach that utilizes all 6 MURI bands
(TES)
3. Validate the MURI Instrumental Design and Performance Predictions
(a) Perform a controlled concentration methane experiment (simulated sub-
stitute)
(b) Compile ground reference data for MURI test flights over temperature
and methane targets
(c) Apply temperature retrieval and methane detection methods to represen-
tative MURI data and characterize performance.
1.4 Contribution
Demonstration of this system’s capability to retrieve land surface temperatures and
land surface emissivities establishes the value of these novel uncooled imagers to
provide data for environmental applications. Utilizing split window and Temper-
ature Emissivity Separation make this examination distinct as this establishes that
state of the art methods can be applied to uncooled multiband imager data. This
thesis also describes a novel approach for detection of enhanced plumes of methane
utilizing a multispectral system with only a single band allocated to methane ab-
sorption features. The methane detection investigations include the definition and
validation of a novel approach to methane detection: the normalized differential
methane index.
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1.5 Thesis Proposal Layout
This thesis is organized according to the following objectives. Chapter 1 details the
motivation and context for the studies performed in this thesis. Chapter 2 provides
relevant and important background information on the radiometric equations that
describe the remote sensing scenarios of interest as well as details of the MURI in-
strument. Chapter 3 details the work done to meet objective 1, determining the
MURI system’s methane detection capability. The work performed to meet objec-
tive 2 is detailed in Chapter 4. The last objective is split between Chapters 5 and 6,
which detail validation effort for methane detection and the application of tempera-
ture/emissivity retrieval techniques on MURI data respectively. Chapter 7 provides
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2.1 Radiometric Theory of Thermal Infrared Energy
This section discusses the basic radiometry and necessary considerations for the re-
mote sensing studies presented in this thesis. This section begins with a discussion
of the general radiometric equation for thermal infrared systems, describing in de-
tail the main radiometric contributions to at sensor radiance in the thermal infrared.
The section will then provide a discussion of the radiometric equation for the specific
case of an enhanced level of atmospheric gas in the column, including a discussion
of the effect of a plume in absorption or emission on sensor reaching radiance.
2.1.1 General Radiometric Equation for Sensor Reaching Radiance
The Multiband Uncooled Radiometer Imager is sensitive to energy in the thermal
infrared (TIR) of the electromagnetic radiation spectrum, around 7 to 14 µm. This
range of wavelengths covers the peak of the emission curves for warm surfaces
on Earth and is a spectral range where the atmosphere is relatively transparent
[25][41][87]. In Earth remote sensing, this region is typically dominated by the emis-
sion of surfaces due to their temperatures. This feature of this spectral region is
advantageous as it does not rely on reflected solar energy, and therefore provides
an avenue of 24-hour remote sensing with a passive system, or a system without a
source [78][87].
While the sensor reaching radiance in the thermal infrared is typically domi-
nated by radiance emitted from the Earth’s surface, it can better be described as a
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FIGURE 2.1: Thermal energy paths that contribute to sensor reaching
radiance.
combination of surface leaving radiance, atmospheric path radiance, and reflected
downwelling sky irradiance. Surface emission can be defined as:
Lsur f ace = ϵ(λ)B(λ, T) (2.1)
where ϵ is the emissivity of the surface, λ is the wavelength, T is temperature,
and B is the wavelength dependant Planck function describing the radiation of en-









where h is Planck’s constant, c is the speed of light, and k is the Boltzmann con-
stant. An ideal blackbody would emit radiance according to this function, and can
be defined to have an emissivity, ϵ, of 1. Earth surfaces, however, have a wavelength
dependant emissivity function that describes how the surface emits energy in refer-
ence to the ideal blackbody.
The total radiance emitted from the surface then passes through the atmosphere
before reaching the sensor. While the atmosphere is highly transmissive throughout
the thermal infrared, it is not perfectly transmissive, and some of the radiance from
the surface will be absorbed or deflected, resulting in some attenuation of the surface
radiance. The resultant radiance is described as Path A radiance, as shown in 2.1,
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and can be defined as:
LA = ϵ(λ)B(λ, T)τ(λ) (2.3)
where τ describes the wavelength dependant transmissivity of the path through
the atmosphere.
The next contribution to the sensor leaving radiance can also be described as a
contributor to surface leaving radiance. This is a contribution by downwelling irra-
diance, or energy radiated from the atmosphere, which is reflected from the surface
back to the sensor. Conservation of energy requires all incident flux must be ab-
sorbed, transmitted, or reflected. The conservation of energy relationship can be
written in terms of emission, as Kirchoff’s law states that, for an object at thermal
equilibrium, emissivity must be equal to the absorbance [41][87].
1 = ϵ(λ) + τ(λ) + ρ(λ) (2.4)
Where ρ is the surfaces reflectance. For opaque objects, or objects with negligable
transmissivity, the equation can be written as:
1 = ϵ(λ) + ρ(λ) (2.5)
It follows that the equation can be written as:
1 − ϵ(λ) = ρ(λ) (2.6)
Therefore, the reflected downwelling irradiance that contributes to surface leav-
ing radiance can be written as:
Ldsl = [1 − ϵ(λ)]Ld(λ) (2.7)
This radiance then passes through the atmosphere before reaching the sensor,
experiencing some attenuation. This radiance can be described as Path B radiance:
LB = [1 − ϵ(λ)]Ld(λ)τ(λ) (2.8)
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The next considerable contributor for thermal scene is Path C radiance, or up-
welling atmospheric radiance for the path between the sensor and the surface. This
will simply be referred to as Lu [78][102].
Finally, the last considerable contributor is reflected background radiance, which
can also be described as a contributor to total target surface emission. This is en-
ergy emitted from an off target surface that is reflected from the target surface back
through the atmosphere, experiencing attenuation. This is written as path D radi-
ance:
LD = [1 − ϵ(λ)]ϵots(λ)B(λ, Tots)τ(λ) (2.9)
where ϵots and Tots describe the emissivity and temperature of the off target surface.
As the emissivity of the surface increases, the contributions for both Path B and D
lessen. For high emissivity targets Path B and D become negligible [78].
Unlike other spectral regions, the sensor reaching radiance contributions from
direct and reflected solar irradiance are negligible in the thermal infrared, and there-
fore is not required for considerations in these models. The final equation including
major contributors can be written as:
Lsr = LA + LB + LC + LD (2.10)
Lsr = ϵ(λ)B(λ, T)τ(λ)+ Lu(λ)+ [1− ϵ(λ)]Ld(λ)τ(λ)+ [1− ϵ(λ)]ϵots(λ)B(λ, Tots)τ(λ)
(2.11)
2.1.2 Radiometric Equation Describing the Presence of a Localized Gas
Plume in the Atmospheric Column
The presence of a gas plume in the atmospheric column between a detector and the
ground introduces an additional emission term due to the temperature of the plume
and a transmissivity term, to describe the attenuation of the surface radiance due to
the presence of the plume. Beer’s law defines the weak plume transmissivity as:
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τplume(λ) = e−nob(λ) (2.12)
where no is defined as the gas column density and b is defined as the gas ab-
sorbance spectra. The gas absorbance spectra is also referred to as the plume signa-
ture. This transmission function can be simplified by first expanding the function
via the Taylor Series Expansion:








By making the assumption that the plume is optically thin, meaning nob, or
plume absorbance is small, equation can be simplified to:
τplume(λ) ≈ 1 − nob(λ) (2.14)
It follows that the Beer-Lambert law can be used to write the transittance in terms
of emissivity [47][78]. Rearranging the equation to solve for emissivity yields the
following equation:
ϵplume = 1 − τplume(λ) ≈ nob(λ) (2.15)
With this information, the contribution to sensor reaching radiance of the emis-
sions of the plume can be written as:
Lplume = ϵplumeB(λ, Tplume)τatm(λ) = nob(λ)B(λ, Tplume)τatm(λ) (2.16)
This path will be referred to as Path E, which is shown in 2.2. The remaining
effects of the plume will are applied to the surface leaving radiance and are defined
by including the additional transmissivity term:
Lsr = τplumeLA + τplumeLB + LC + τplumeLD + Lplume (2.17)
Substituting in the values from above the equation becomes:
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FIGURE 2.2: Thermal energy paths that contribute to sensor reaching
radiance.
Lsr = ϵ(λ)τ[B(λ, T)− Ld − ϵotsB(λ, Tots)] + τ[Ld + ϵotsB(λ, Tots)]+
nob(λ)(λ)[B(λ, Tplume)− ϵotsB(λ, Tots)]−
τ[Ld + ϵotsB(λ, Tots)]] + Lu (2.18)
While this equation is long, it is best explained as the ground leaving radiance
passing through the plume experiences attenuation due to the plume and due to the
atmosphere. The plume emitted radiance also experiences attenuation due to the
atmosphere. In a simpler form, this equation can be written as:
Lsr = Lu + Lgroundleaving(λ)τ + nob(λ)τ[B(λ, Tots)− Lgroundleaving(λ)] (2.19)
Note that a plume experiencing higher absorption will attenuate the ground
leaving radiance more, leading to lower radiances in wavelengths where the plume
absorbs. Plumes experiencing high emissions, typically at higher temperatures, will
contribute higher radiance from the plume emission term, following Planck’s law
for blackbody radiation.
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2.2 Details of the MURI Instrument
This section details the specifications of the MURI instrument, first by describing the
microbolometer components of the focal plane array.
2.2.1 MURI System Concept
Leonardo DRS has proposed a Multi-Band Uncooled Radiometer Imager (MURI)
for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s Instrument Incubator Pro-
gram (IIP). IIP is designed to promote advancement in remote sensing technologies
and techniques by funding projects that demonstrate feasible improvement in the
field[67]. The MURI instrument is designed to collect images in the thermal infrared
which will be applied to the study of land surface climatology, soil moisture content,
ecosystem dynamics, hazard and volcano emission (SO2) monitoring, and methane
detection [28]. The goal of this project is to demonstrate the potential value of uti-
lizing low cost microbolometers in Earth science remote sensing applications. DRS
Technologies aims to show that implementing methods applied in the construction
of MURI will reduce the cost and development time for airborne and space based
imagers while maintaining a satisfactory performance in the thermal region of the
infrared. Two designs have been compiled for the MURI: an airborne demonstration
system and a satellite mounted system. The airborne demonstration instrument has
been constructed and test fights were performed in September and October of 2019.
The airborne systems utilize a 17µm/pixel microbolometer FPA, an integration time
of 14µs, and uses optics with an effective focal length of 120mm and an fnumber of
1. The design utilizes six spectral channels which are detailed in Table 2.1, along
with predictions of Noise Equivalent delta Temperature (NEdT) or the minimum
brightness temperature difference each band can detect, provided by DRS [26].
The MURI system is designed with the specific goal of achieving land surface
temperature retrievals with acceptable accuracy in comparison to the state of the art
system Landsat 8’s Thermal Infrared Sensor (TIRS). Of the six bands proposed for
the MURI design, two bands (band 5 and 6) were designed to overlap with TIRS.
Figure 2.3 provides a visual representation of the spectral response functions of the
two TIRS bands and the as-built filter function for MURI band 5 and 6[4][26][74][88].
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TABLE 2.1: MURI Band Allocations and Predicted Noise Equivalent
delta Temperature
Band # Center Wavelength Band Width Predicted NEdT
B1 7.68µm 0.10µm 0.256K
B2 8.55µm 0.35µm 0.076K
B3 9.07µm 0.36µm 0.078K
B4 10.05µm 0.54µm 0.059K
B5 10.90µm 0.59µm 0.061K
B6 12.05µm 1.01µm 0.036K
The similarity in response not only allows for comparison between the two systems,
but also potentially allows any methodologies applied to TIRS to data to be viable
for the MURI system.
FIGURE 2.3: Comparison between sample MURI filter functions for
band 5 and 6 and TIRS responsivity curves.
2.2.2 Microbolometer Focal Plane Array
The MURI system utilizes a relatively low cost microbolometer focal plane array
(FPA). Generally, bolometers are thermal infrared detectors that measure changes in
incident thermal energy. They typically consist of a material that absorbs infrared
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radiation, a thermometer, a thermal heatsink, a thermal insulator, and readout elec-
tronics. The absorption of energy leads to a change in temperature for the bolome-
ter, which affects the resistance of the bolometer’s elements. It is this change in
resistance that is used to measure the change in radiation incident on the bolometer
[14][72].
In addition to being relatively cheap, microbolometer FPAs can perform at ambi-
ent temperature and therefore do not require potentially expensive and heavy cool-
ing systems like other thermal systems, such as ASTER, MODIS, ECOSTRESS or
HyTES [16][81][42]. The lack of a required cooling system not only reduces the cost
of microbolometer FPA instruments but reduces the number of elements that could
fail in the operation of the instrument and reduces power consumption. The bene-
fits to size, cost, and power consumption distinguish microbolometers as a valuable
alternative focal plane array element [14][72].
Long-wave infrared (LWIR) microbolometers cover a spectral range that is useful
for Earth observation. This range of wavelengths (8 to 13 µm) covers the peak of the
emission curves for warm surfaces on Earth and is a spectral range where the atmo-
sphere is relatively transparent. One issue in utilizing microbolometers for taking
airborne measurements is that microbolometers have a relatively long time constant
[25][28]. The need for a longer time constant issue is exacerbated by the sensitivity
degradation caused by the narrowband filters, which are required for spectral sam-
pling for each band. The long time constant aboard a traveling platform would lead
to image smear. To account for this, as well as the low sensitivity of the microbolome-
ters, DRS has designed a backscanning method that uses a scanning piezo stage to
match the velocity of the platform and allow the microbolometer to record over a
target surface for a longer amount of time. A computer aided design model of the
MURI focal plane array and the piezo stage can be seen in Figure 2.4[32][28][29]. The
piezo backscan method allows the system to record multiple images of the same tar-
get, which provides a way to stack frames of the same target [28][29]. Figure 2.5
provides an illustration of how the step-and-stare operation of the piezo stage was
designed to reduce motion blur and compensate for the necessarily long time con-
stant[29].
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FIGURE 2.4: CAD model of MURI focal plane array, butcher block fil-
ter assembly and piezo stage. Figure used with permission of author
from Gerace et. al 2021 [32]
FIGURE 2.5: Illustration of operation of MURI’s piezo stage. Left:
demonstration of MURI imaging with piezo stage stationary. Right:
demonstraction of MURI imaging with piezo stage active. Figure
used with permission of author from Gerace et. al 2021 [32]
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As the name suggests, the microbolometer focal plane array of the MURI sys-
tem is uncooled. This leads to image data that is sensitive to the temperature of the
surrounding environment and in-scene temperature. A combination of methods are
used to combat this sensitivity. First, MURI is designed with a set of thermal straps,
heaters at the base of the straps, and a heater control loop, which helps to keep
the focal plane at a constant temperature. Second, the system lens is temperature
controlled using a heat sink. Third, the instrument is covered with thermal insula-
tion. Finally, a periodic offset calibration using a blackbody of known temperature is
performed. This approach restores the instrument’s digital counts output using the
known temperature reference, which reduces the lens assembly’s effect on the radi-
ance. The contributions of these three approaches improves radiometric accuracy of
MURI’s measurements [32].
2.2.3 Airborne Demonstration Instrument
The airborne system is designed to be mounted on a bush plane or small passen-
ger aircraft and fly at 4.572 km (15000 ft) with a 0.65 m ground sample distance
(GSD). During the 2019 testflights, the instrument was flown at 3.35 km (11000 ft)
above surface level, resulting in a GSD of 0.48 m. The instrument utilizes four
640x480 Tamarisk, or Tam, microbolometer detector arrays. The Tams are covered
with butcher block filter assemblies which contain the filters for the six MURI bands.
Tam 1 and Tam 2 are equipped with filters for bands 1, 3, and 5, while Tam 3 and 4
are designed to collect images for bands 2, 4, and 6. The Tams are arranged such that
Tam 1 and Tam 3 record the same swath of ground, and the same is true for Tam 2
and 4, as shown in Figure 2.6. Note, the space between the two sets of Tams means
that there will be a gap between the parallel strips of MURI data [32].
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FIGURE 2.6: Illustration of the arrangement of MURI’s filters across
the four Tams. On the right is MURI data recorded by Tam 2 and 4
over Southern California in October 2020. Figure used with permis-






Performance of a Novel Multiband
Uncooled Radiometer Imager
3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Context for Examination of Enhanced Atmospheric Methane Detec-
tion Capability Study
With the increased risk of climate change, the value of global environmental mon-
itoring has become increasingly important. Methane (CH4), which naturally exists
as the most abundant organic gas in the atmosphere [20], is a potent greenhouse gas
with a radiative forcing per molecule approximately 20 times greater than carbon
dioxide (CO2) [71]; [84]. While the atmospheric concentration of methane is lower
than that of CO2, the world has seen a rise in CH4 emissions since 2007, primarily
from anthropogenic sources. CH4 also has a moderately short lifespan in the atmo-
sphere (about ten years), which means that efforts to reduce anthropogenic emission
of CH4 would aid in slowing human contribution to climate change in a relatively
short amount of time. The benefit of curbing CH4 emissions makes it desirable to
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monitor likely sources of CH4 in order to quantify and limit emission from human
activity [77].
Airborne and satellite mounted remote imaging systems provide researchers
with the ability to rapidly survey large swaths of Earth’s surface and the atmo-
spheric columns above the surface. This feature of remote imaging makes it a use-
ful tool for monitoring atmospheric gas content and sources of rogue emissions. In
the shortwave infrared, the Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer AVIRIS
and its successor AVIRIS-NG are high spatial resolution, high spectral resolution im-
agers that have demonstrated the ability to detect enhanced levels of atmospheric
methane by observing strong methane absorption features present between 2.0 and
2.5um [89, 90]. The satellite mounted systems, TROPOspheric Measuring Instru-
ment (TROPOMI) and Greenhouse gases Observing Satellite (GOSAT) are capable
of measuring global atmospheric methane content using solar backscattering [45].
The Methane Remote Sensing Lidar Mission (MERLIN) Minisatellite was scheduled
to launch in 2020, but has since been rescheduled to launch in 2024. This mission
will utilize a short wave infrared source to detect methane plumes [49].
Longwave, or thermal, infrared hyperspectral imagery have been used to iden-
tify and track the movement of gas plumes in cluttered urban environments [17].
The Hyperspectral Thermal Emission Spectrometer (HyTES) is a high spectral reso-
lution imager that has proved capable of detecting rogue methane emission sources
by utilizing a clutter matched filter approach [47]. The clutter matched filter method,
when applied to HyTES imagery, has been proved capable of detecting enhanced
levels of methane gas from both cluttered urban environments, such as the La Brea
tar pits in Los Angeles, California, and from managed rural scenes, such as oil fields
in Kern County, California. HyTES has also been used to develop an algorithm that
can predict methane concentration from thermal imagery [55]. Unlike SWIR imagers
like AVIRIS and TROPOMI, thermal infared imagers utilize thermal emissions and
thermal contrast between gas plumes and background surfaces to detect enhanced
levels of atmospheric gases without relying on solar backscattering or an additional
source. This feature of thermal imagers makes them useful for nighttime operation
as well as removes dependency on surface reflectance properties [47]. However,
thermal imagers, such as HyTES, require focal plane array (FPA) cooling systems in
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order to reduce noise [17][47].
Improvements in remote thermal imaging systems and the design of new sys-
tems necessitates the evaluation of methane detection capabilities. MURI’s band
1 has been allocated to be centered on a collection of strong methane absoprtion
features located around 7.68 um[28]. The design’s 6 spectral channels are detailed
again in Table 3.1, along with DRS predictions of Noise Equivalent delta Tempera-
ture (NEdT) or the minimum brightness temperature difference each band can detect
for the airborne instrument.
The inspiration for this study was to determine if it is possible to detect enhanced
levels of atmospheric CH4 in the thermal infrared using a multispectral instrument
with a single band allocated to CH4 absorption features. To accomplish this, three
different types of detection schemes were examined in order to predict performance
and provide evidence for which methods provide useful results when applied to
multispectral data from an instrument like MURI.
TABLE 3.1: MURI Band Allocations and Predicted Noise Equivalent
delta Temperature
Band # Center Wavelength Band Width Predicted NEdT
B1 7.68um 0.10um 0.256K
B2 8.55um 0.35um 0.076K
B3 9.07um 0.36um 0.078K
B4 10.05um 0.54um 0.059k
B5 10.90um 0.59um 0.061K
B6 12.05um 1.01um 0.036K
3.2 Mutispectral Methods for Detecting Enhanced Levels of
Atmospheric Methane
In this section, three methods of methane detection used to determine detectable
cases for the uncooled instrument are described.
3.2.1 Single Pixel NEdT Comparison
The first study presented here investigates the potential contrast for a single thermal
infrared spectral band centered on the CH4 absorption feature present at 7.68 µm.
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Here, a narrow bandpass of 100 nm is considered. The goal of the study is to de-
termine under what scenarios a single band allocated to CH4 detection is capable of
detecting the temperature difference indicative of an enhanced level of atmospheric
CH4.
In order to accomplish this, sensor reaching radiances were calculated using ra-
diative transfer models produced with MODTRAN6. This modeling code provides
the ability to define a background surface, surface temperature, and atmosphere to
calculate the spectral radiance that reaches a single pixel at the system’s height. Uti-
lizing the local chemical plume model option in MODTRAN6, spectral radiances,
Lspec were calculated for a background case, or a case without enhanced levels of
CH4, and a plume present case, or a case with enhanced levels of CH4 [13].
Effective radiances, or the amount of light energy that the system is responsive
to, can be calculated from the spectral radiance:







where R is the responsivity of the pixel and λi and λj are the wavelength limits
[78]. Note that this effective radiance is normalized by the responsivity curve of
the spectral channel of the instrument. From effective radiance the brightness or
effective temperature can be calculated, which is the temperature perceived from
the imaging system in reference to a black body.
Tbrightness =
hc
λcenterkb log hcLe f f λ5center
(3.2)
where h is Planck’s constant, c is the speed of light, kb is the Stephan Boltzman
constant, and λcenter is the center wavelength of the band [78]. By calculating a
brightness temperature for both the background and plume present case and then
taking the difference of the resultant brightness temperatures, a brightness tempera-
ture difference was found. Comparing this brightness temperature difference to the
Noise Equivalent delta Temperature (NEdT), or the minimum brightness tempera-
ture difference the system is capable of detecting, reveals if the system would be able
to detect the increased concentration of CH4 utilizing only the CH4 band.
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3.2.2 Methane Detection Utilizing a Matched Filter
In order to better assess the system’s methane detection capabilities, an approach
proven to work for hyperspectral imagery was considered. The study presented
here utilizes a matched filter approach to assess MURI’s capability of detecting en-
hanced levels of atmospheric CH4. While this method has been proven capable of
detecting CH4 using thermal infrared HyTES data, applying the matched filter here
is to investigate the viability of this method with a system with considerably fewer
spectral bands (6 compared to 256) and only a single band allocated to the thermal
infrared CH4 absorption feature.
The objective of developing a matched filter is to create a weighting function
that when applied to an N spatial pixel by n spectral channel radiance matrix, L,
the output is a new image where intensity correlates with the presence of the signal
of inquiry. Application of the matched filter begins with the assumption that there
exists a signal, in this case a methane plume absorption or emission signal, b, that is
linearly superimposed on a background of the image, which can be written as:
r = αb + c (3.3)
where r is the sensor reaching radiance, α is the strength of the spectral signal, and
c is a combination of noise and background signal [31, 47]. A realistic model of c
considers the correlation between spectral channels, which can be described in terms
of the covariance matrix K:




where L′ is mean subtracted radiance over all the pixels from matrix L. Knowing,
K, the covariance of the image, the optimal matched filter can be matched to both






It should be noted that q is normalized so that if the signal is not present in the
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original image, the resultant matched filter image will prove to have a variance of
1. By applying the matched filter q to the N by n matrix of radiances L, the clutter
matched filter image is created:
CMFI = qT L (3.6)
After computing the CMFI, a simple threshold is applied to determine if the sig-
nal is present [31, 47]. For this study, the threshold was varied in order to produce
a Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) curve to assess the effectiveness of the
method, rather than the effectiveness of a single threshold.
The study presented here provides a comparison between the 6 channel mul-
tispectral MURI instrument and the 256 channel hyperspectral HyTES instrument
when applying the matched filter to simulated imagery containing enhanced levels
of atmospheric CH4.
3.2.3 Methane Detection Using a Normalized Differential Methane Index
The final study described here aims to determine if detection of enhanced atmo-
spheric CH4 is possible using information from pair of thermal spectral channels.
This method has seen use in vegetation based studies in the form of the normalized
difference vegetation index, or NDVI [73]. Here, a normalized difference methane





Where SB2 and SB1 are the radiance values recorded by two different spectral
bands from the instrument which cover the same spatial pixel area, one that in-
cludes a CH4 feature (SB1) and one that does not (SB2). The result is an image of
intensity values that can be compared to threshold to determine if CH4 is present.
If the plume is absorbing more thermal energy than passes through and is emitted
by it, higher values for NDMI indicate a stronger likelihood of enhanced CH4. If
the plume is emitting more thermal energy than it absorbs, which is characteristic
of hotter plumes, lower values of NDMI indicate a stronger likelihood of enhanced
CH4. All cases considered for this study included plumes that produced spectral
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absorption features and therefore higher NDMI values were indicative of a stronger
likelihood of enhanced CH4.
For this study, two different band combinations were chosen to be compared.
SB1 for each combination was MURI band 1. Centered at 7.68 µm, this band con-
tains the strongest CH4 absorption feature. Two different bands were chosen for SB2
for comparison, the first was MURI band 2. This band was chosen as this band con-
tains less CH4 absorption features than band 1 and covers a spectral region that has
comparatively higher atmospheric transmission than band 1. The other band chosen
for SB2 was MURI band 6. This band was chosen because CH4 has the weakest effect
on this band. After calculating the NDMI, a threshold varying from the lowest value
pixel to the highest value pixel of the NDMI image was used to create ROC curves,
which inform on how well the NDMI is an indicator of enhanced CH4 presence.
3.3 Data Set Creation and Validation
This section discusses the process of creating data sets for the three studies above
and the validation of the simulated data.
3.3.1 Single-pixel Simulation Validation
In order to create a realistic data set of sensor reaching radiances for these studies, a
scenario in which a rogue emission source has been detected was chosen to reference
in order to produce a more realistic simulated model. Data from HyTES collections
are fitting for this purpose as the system’s 256 spectral channels roughly cover the
same region in the thermal infrared as the MURI design and collects over the CH4
absorption feature at 7.68 µm. The chosen HyTES collection is shown in Fig. 3.1
and was recorded over Kern River oil fields on 5 February 2015 [56]. The data set
provided by JPL includes a flagged image, shown in Fig. 3.1, that identifies pixels
that a matched filter predicted contained enhanced CH4 concentrations. Figure 3.3
shows typical on and off plume spectra, as well as a simulated recreation of the data
using MODTRAN6. Surface level air temperature was retrieved from Weather Un-
derground (www.wunderground.com) and was set to 293.5 K. The concentration of
the plume was determined by Kuai et al to be 6 ppm [55]. A list of notable model
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inputs is recorded in Table 3.2. The model was able to recreate the the HyTES spectra
with a RMSE of 0.25 Wm2srµ for the CH4 present case and 0.15
W
m2srµ for the background
case. While these errors are relatively low, they are higher than MURI band 1’s Noise
Equivalent delta Radiance, which is 0.06 Wm2srµ . Recreation of this data provided con-
fidence that realistic scenes could be reproduced in MODTRAN6 and helped inform
the input parameters for the other simulated datasets.




Water Vapor Scaling Factor 0.07
CH4 Scaling Factor 0.4
Collection Height 4.572km (15000 feet)
On Plume Emitting Surface Temperature 311.5 K
Off Plume Emitting Surface Temperature 305 K
Plume Thickness 10 m
Surface Emissivity LAMB_SANDY_LOAM
Plume Base Altitude 10 m
Ambient Temperature at Plume Altitude 293.5 K
Plume Concentration 6 ppm
Plume Temperature Difference to Ambient -7 K
3.3.2 Matched Filter and NDMI Data Set Creation
To evaluate the multi-band methods, a simulated MURI image was created using
higher spectral resolution HyTES imagery. By applying the MURI spectral response
to the HyTES data, a six channel image with MURI’s spectral channels was created.
The synthetic MURI image was created using a subset of HyTES images recorded on
July 8th, 2014, which can be seen in Figure 3.4. The chosen subset was determined
to contain no detected enhanced methane pixels [56].
The images created by applying MURI’s spectral response initially had less noise
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FIGURE 3.1: 7.68 µm HyTES band recorded on 5 February 2015 with
a ground sample distance of 2 m This image was used to validate our
model method in MODTRAN 6
FIGURE 3.2: Flagged image, green indicates HyTES clutter matched
filter has detected methane in that pixel.
This means that additional noise needed to be simulated in the image in order to
better estimate a MURI image. The amount of additional noise can be defined as:




This additional noise was calculated from the Noise Equivalent delta Tempera-
ture by first calculating Noise Equivalent delta Radiance:
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FIGURE 3.3: Recreation of HyTES spectra from data set used by Kuai
et al. using MODTRAN 6. This is the recreation of one on plume and
one off plume pixel.
NEdL = NEdT ∗ dB
dT
(3.10)
Where dBdT is the derivative of Planck’s Blackbody function with respect to tempera-
ture. The noise was then added to the image by multiplying the difference in quadra-
ture of the NEdLs with a Gaussian random number with mean 0 and standard de-
viation of 1.
The simulated dataset was created to determine the ability of MURI to detect
higher concentration CH4 plumes. The data set for this investigation required an
image with realistic variation and a known presence of CH4. In order to accomplish
this, a set of CH4 present HyTES images were created. These images were created
using the local chemical plume model of MODTRAN6, which outputs an on plume
and off plume curve for at sensor radiance[13]. Both the off plume and on plume
simulations were run with a limited atmosphere with only small amounts of CO2.
The off plume simulation contained only background levels of CH4 while the on
plume model contained an enhanced concentration plume, ranging from 1-20 ppm
above ambient methane. Then a radiance difference was calculated between the
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FIGURE 3.4: Single band view of HyTES image subset from July 8th,
2014. This subset was used to produce the simulated dataset.
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off plume and on plume spectral curves, removing the effects of the small amount
of CO2 and background CH4 levels. The differences were then added to copies of
the background HyTES image to create a set of plume present images with realistic
background variation and known methane quantity. The MURI images were then
created by applying MURI’s spectral response to the HyTES dataset. Additional
noise was added to the images by the same method stated above. The final dataset
consists of five images derived from the scene depicted in Figure 4. The first image
has no enhanced levels of methane present, and the rest of the images have only
enhanced levels of methane present across the entire image. Each image has a plume
of constant concentration ranging from 1-20 ppm and plume temperature difference
of -10 K from ambient atmospheric temperature. This also provides a simple truth
map, as a perfect accuracy method would indicate the background image as having
no methane present pixels (0 false alarms) and the plume present images as having
every pixel be indicated as plume present (hit rate of 1).
3.4 Methane Detection Results
This section presents the results of applying each of the three methods for methane
detection described above.
3.4.1 Single Pixel NEdT Study Results
TABLE 3.3: NEdT Single Pixel Study MODTRAN Parameter Settings
Constant Value
Atmosphere Midlatitude Summer
Water Vapor Scaling Factor 0.10
Collection Height 4.572km (15000 feet)
Emitting Surface Temperature 328 K
Plume Thickness 20 m
Surface Emissivity LAMB_SANDY_LOAM
Plume Base Altitude 10 m
Ambient Temperature at Plume Altitude 311 K
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For this study, a low altitude plume is considered. Spectral radiances in the CH4
band were simulated using MODTRAN6, as described in section 3. Table 3.3 con-
tains a list of notable constants and their values which were derived from examining
HyTES images, metadata, and the conditions under which the images were recorded
[56]. Ambient atmospheric temperature was estimated from Weather Underground
which was recorded by the Meadows Field Station in Bakersfield, California on July
8th, 2014 at 11:54 am. Modern estimates of ambient atmospheric CH4 concentration
are at about 1.8 ppm [77], while the lower explosive limit is around 50,000 ppm [15].
For this experiment the CH4 concentration within the plume was varied from 1 ppm
to 50 ppm or 0.1% of the lower explosive limit. The plume temperature was defined
by a temperature difference to ambient temperature. The plume for this study varied
from - 10 K to +10 K of ambient temperature at the plume height. This is a range of
-27 to -7 K to the background surface. Brightness temperature differences between
the plume present and background cases were calculated. These differences were
compared to the NEdT computed by DRS, which is 0.256 K for band one, or the CH4
feature band. The results of the low altitude plume model can be seen in Fig. 3.5.
FIGURE 3.5: Low altitude plume model results displaying brightness
temperature difference as a function of plume concentration. Figure
identifies detectable and undetectable scenarios for MURI’s predicted
NEdT.
The results here indicate that a plume with a temperature difference as high as
+10 K to ambient temperature is absorbing energy, which is consistent with knowl-
edge that the background surface temperature is 17 K higher than the ambient atmo-
spheric temperature. The higher temperature plumes require higher concentrations
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to detect, with the hottest in this study requiring more than 45 ppm plume to provide
a detectable contrast (about 25 times background levels). At ambient temperature,
a plume of about 17 ppm (about 10 times background levels) is required for the
temperature difference to have a detectable contrast, and for the coldest plume tem-
perature a concentration of 10 ppm creates a high enough temperature difference to
display a detectable contrast. This study gives a baseline for detection for a single
band allocated to CH4 absorption features.
3.4.2 Detection Using Matched Filter
For the purposes of this study, a low temperature plume (-10 K to ambient atmo-
spheric temperature, or -27.6 K from background surface temperature) with various
concentrations of CH4 were simulated in the column and added to the background
image containing only background levels of CH4. Table 3.4 contains a list of no-
table constants and their values. Ambient atmospheric temperature was retrieved
from Weather Underground which was the daily high temperature recorded by the
Meadows Field Station in Bakersfield, California on July 8th, 2014. Surface tempera-
ture was determined by matching a blackbody to a selection of random pixels from
the HyTES imagery. The signal, b in equation 5, was defined as an absorbing CH4
plume and was extracted from the HITRAN dataset [39][40]. The ROC curves in Fig.
3.6 provide an understanding of how well the system distinguishes CH4 present pix-
els and background clutter using a the matched filter approach. The probability of
false alarm (Pf a) indicates the fraction of background clutter pixels incorrectly cate-
gorized as CH4 present pixels, while the hit probability (Phit) indicates the fraction
of pixels correctly identified as CH4 present pixels. In the perfect detection case, an
ideal circumstance, there exists a threshold value where Phit is 1 and Pf a is zero. A
straight line with a slope of 1 indicates that the detection scheme is performing as
well as chance. Otherwise, a high hit rate and low false alarm rate indicate a reliably
detectable scenario.
Utilizing the matched filter approach shows HyTES is capable of detecting CH4
plumes as low as 5ppm with a low false alarm rate. The hyperspectral system is even
capable of detecting an additional plume of 1 ppm above background levels with a
hit rate of 70% and a false alarm rate of 30%. MURI’s matched filter approach shows
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Water Vapor Scaling Factor 0.10
Collection Height 4.572km (15000 feet)
Emitting Surface Temperature 333 K
Plume Thickness 20 m
Surface Emissivity LAMB_SANDY_LOAM
Plume Base Altitude 10 m
Ambient Temperature at Plume Altitude 315.4 K
FIGURE 3.6: ROC curves for matched filter detection experiment. Re-
sults indicate high detection for most HyTES cases. Performance for
MURI is high for 15 and 20 ppm, but low for 1 to 5 ppm.
that an additional plume of 10 ppm can be detected with 80% accuracy and about
24% false alarm rate. Utilizing the matched filter on the two systems reveals that the
narrow band hyperspectral system is outperforming the broader band multispectral
system.
3.4.3 NDMI Detection Results
The result of applying the normalized differential methane index method for MURI
data simulated from HyTES imagery and MODTRAN6 can be seen in Fig. 3.7 and
Fig. 3.8.
The results indicate the MURI system performs better using the NDMI using
bands 1 and 6 than bands 1 and 2. The NDMI method performed on MURI band
1 and 6 performs as well as the matched filter approach being applied to all MURI
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FIGURE 3.7: ROC curve describing the performance of applying the
NDMI to the simulated data set using the methane feature band, band
1, and a relatively more transparent band, band 2.
FIGURE 3.8: ROC curve describing the performance of applying the
NDMI to the simulated data set using the methane feature band, band
1, and the MURI band with the least powerful methane signature,
band 6.
bands, as the NDMI method shows 80% accuracy and about 20% false alarm rate
for a scenario with an enhanced CH4 plume of 10ppm. This provides evidence in-
dicating that given a high enough concentration and temperature contrast, a simple
two band approach can be used to detect enhanced levels of atmospheric CH4 with
similar accuracy to a six band approach.
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3.5 Conclusions
The studies detailed here predict the ability of an uncooled microbolometer imager
to detect enhanced levels of atmospheric CH4. The single band investigation con-
firmed that CH4 plumes with large concentrations and temperature differences com-
pared to background surface temperature lead to detectable contrasts, indicating
that detection with a single pixel is possible, given the proper conditions. If a CH4
plume was large enough to be captured by multiple pixels, detection of plumes with
smaller temperature differences and CH4 concentrations could be possible by aver-
aging over the pixels that collect plume signals. Future work includes examining
additional scenarios, including different surface types and atmospheric parameters
as well as validation of these results with the MURI system.
Application of the matched filter indicated the higher spectral resolution HyTES
system would outperform the multispectral MURI instrument. This study also shows
that the NDMI approach provides detection similar to the Matched Filter using the
multispectral MURI system. Given a significant quantity and temperature differen-
tial of CH4, the NDMI performs well enough to be useful for a thermal imager with
a single channel allocated for CH4 detection and a second band in a region with lit-
tle overlap with a CH4 absorption feature. The results also indicate that the NDMI
should be defined using one band that records in a region with a CH4 absorption
feature and a broad channel that records in a region with no CH4 specific spectral
features. Future investigations aim to validate the results of these studies with im-
ages collected from test flights of the MURI system.
3.6 Supplemental Materials
This section includes supplemental figures and tables that further describe the re-
sults of the studies presented in this chapter. Figure 3.9 describes the results from
Figure 3.5 using the temperature difference between plume and the surface. Table
3.5 defines the area under MURI matched Filter ROC curves from Figure 3.6. Tables
3.6 and 3.7 describe the area under the ROC curves for Figures 3.7 and 3.8 respec-
tively.
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FIGURE 3.9: Recreation of Figure 5. Describes NEdT comparison
study using temperature difference between the plume and the sur-
face.
TABLE 3.5: Area Under MURI Matched Filter ROC Curves (Figure 6)






TABLE 3.6: Area Under MURI NDMI Band 1 and 2 ROC Curves (Fig-
ure 7)






TABLE 3.7: Area Under MURI NDMI Band 1 and Band 6 ROC Curves
(Figure 8)








An Evaluation of Multispectral
Land Surface Temperature
Retrieval Methods for Predicting
Performance of the Multiband
Uncooled Radiometer Imager
4.1 Introduction
This chapter will discuss two temperature retrieval algorithms which will be used
to assess MURI’s temperature retrieval capabilities: split window and temperature
emissivity separation. Utilizing these methods will demonstrate how state of the
art approaches can be applied to the novel MURI system. This chapter also in-
cludes an evaluation of MURI’s spectral filters as-built using simulated data from
MODTRAN6. This study was performed to determine the presence of any signifi-
cant variation between the as built filters and the as specified filters that may affect
the system’s performance. Additionally, this chapter details a comparison study
between MURI’s as built filters for band 5 and 6 and the corresponding bands of
Landsat 8 TIRS. Maintaining satisfactory performance in temperature retrieval us-
ing the split window approach compared to TIRS is a metric of success for MURI.
Therefore, this investigation provides insight to how bands 5 and 6 of MURI dif-
fer from the TIRS bands. Finally, a discussion and preliminary results of applying
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temperature retrieval techniques on DIRSIG simulated imagery is presented.
4.1.1 Land Surface Temperature and Land Surface Temperature Retrieval
Land surface temperature is one of the most significant factors and the direct driv-
ing force in the exchange of long-wave infrared radiation at interface between the
surface of the Earth and the atmosphere. Accurate land surface temperature re-
trieval is imperative in environmental science applications such as evapotranspi-
ration, climate change evaluation, hydrological cycle, forest fire monitoring, urban
climate and environmental studies, drought evaluation, and vegetation monitoring
[3][7][50][53][59][91][92][98][99]. Land surface temperature varies significantly both
spatially and temporally and therefore it would be incredibly difficult to monitor
any substantial area with ground based measurements. Remote sensing images pro-
vide the unique capability to monitor large sections of the Earth’s surface rapidly
[59]. The application of land surface temperature retrieval is particularly suitable
for thermal infrared remote sensing instruments. Thermal infrared imagers record
incident energy in the region of the electromagnetic radiation spectrum from 7 to
14 um. This region covers the peak emission curves for warm objects on Earth’s
surface, and in this region the atmosphere is highly transparent[25][41][87].
Although this region of the electromagnetic spectrum is particularly suitable for
land surface temperature retrieval, the challenge of getting accurate land surface
temperature estimates is not trivial. Values for at sensor radiance for Earth remote
sensing imagers are directly related to land surface temperature, but are also affected
by surface emissivity, reflected downwelling irradiance, and atmospheric attenua-
tion and upwelling. Chapter 2 details the thermal contributions to sensor reaching
radiance. As shown in equation 2.11, estimating land surface temperature from sen-
sor reaching radiance requires corrections for surface emissivity and atmospheric
effects. Note that for studies presented here, Path D, or energy emitted from an off
target surface that is refect off the target surface and up to the sensor, is not consid-
ered. Therefore, the equation relating sensor reaching radiance to these components
can be written:
Lsr = LA + LB + LC (4.1)
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The complete equation is written as:
Lsr = ϵ(λ)B(λ, T)τ(λ) + Lu(λ) + [1 − ϵ(λ)]Ld(λ)τ(λ) (4.2)
4.2 Temperature Retrieval Method Descriptions
In this section, a pair of multichannel land surface temperature retrieval methods
will be discussed: split window and temperature emissivity separation. This section
will also compare the methods. The section on split window will include a discus-
sion on apparent/brightness temperature.
4.2.1 Split Window Algorithm for TIRS and MURI
The split window algorithm is a temperature retrieval method that has been suc-
cessfully applied to remote sensing data sets such as NOAA-11 AVHRR, MODIS,
and Landsat 8 TIRS [8][24][33][52][83][94]. This technique is advantageous in that it
does not require atmospheric profiles of temperature or water vapor to correct for
the atmosphere. The method corrects for atmospheric effects using the differential
absorption between the two bands. This makes the method less sensitive to uncer-
tainties in the transmissivity of the column than a method that relies on atmospheric
transmission within the spectral range of a single bandpass. There are several vari-
ations of this method. The version of the Split Window method presented here in-
cludes a quadratic term defined by Wan 2014 and has seen successful application to
Landsat TIRS data [24][33][94].
The split window algorithm is able to take as an input the brightness tempera-
ture of the two chosen thermal bands as well as emissivities of the surface within
those two bands, and produce estimates for land surface temperature without addi-
tional inputs or knowledge of the atmosphere. Brightness temperature, also referred
to as apparent temperature, is defined as the temperature that a blackbody emitter
must be at to produce the effective at sensor reaching radiance of a particular band.
Brightness temperature can be found by inverting Planck’s equation for blackbody
radiation. Equating the at sensor radiance to Planck’s black body radiation equation:
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where h is Planck’s constant, c is the speed of light, λ is the center wavelength for
each bandpass, and k is the Boltzmann constant. Rearranging the equation to solve
for the temperature that would produce the bandpass specific at sensor radiance:
Tbrightness =
hc
λkb log hcLe f f ectiveλ
(4.4)
The first step in the split window is to calculate brightness temperature for the
two split window bands. For Landsat, the split window bands are the two TIRS
bands, for MURI the split window bands are bands 5 and 6. After calculating bright-
ness temperature, the surface emissivity for each band must be determined, either
through direct measurement or by using an emissivity database. A general form of
the split window algorithm can be written:


















+b7(Ti − Tj)2 (4.5)
Ti is the brightness temperature calculated for the first of the two channels (TIRS
band 1, MURI band 5), and Tj is the brightness temperature calculated for the second
of the two channels (TIRS band 2, MURI band 6). ϵ is the average emissivity between
the two bands ( ϵi+ϵj2 ) and ∆ϵ is the difference between the emissivity of the bands
(∆ϵ = ϵi − ϵj).
The coefficients b1−7 are derived using approach described in Figure 4.1. The
method involves data from a combination of databases. The first is the Thermo-
dynamic Initial Guess Retrieval (TIGR) atmospheric profiles, which is a set of world
wide atmospheric situations constructed by Laboratoire de Meteorologic Dynamique.
The data set contains 2311 radio soundings, 946 of which are determined to be in
non-cloudy conditions[23]. The remaining scenarios, which have humidity above
90%, are not used in the derivation of the coefficients as they represent potentially
saturated atmospheric conditions.
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FIGURE 4.1: Flow chart describing the derivation of Split Window
coefficients. TIGR radiosonde atmospheric profiles are used to in-
form radiative transfer models, which are used in combination with
surface emissivities and temperatures to calculate brightness temper-
atures for the two bands. A linear regression is performed using the
known surface temperatures and brightness temperatures to calcu-
late TES coeeficients.
The surface is defined using emissivities chosen from the selection of natural sur-
face types from the MODIS UCSB emissivity database. The training set consists of
113 unique spectral emissivities including 74 unique soil and mineral types, 28 types
of vegetation, and 11 forms of water, snow, and ice [60]. The surface temperature is
defined in reference to the bottom layer of the atmosphere. The temperature differ-
ence between the surface and atmospheric temperature at the bottom layer of the
atmosphere range from −20K to +10K. This is consistent with the assumption that
split window is most appropriately used to retrieve surface temperatures when the
surface temperature is close to ambient air temperature at the surface level [33][95].
These parameters are used to inform the radiative transfer models of MOD-
TRAN, which produces at-sensor spectral radiance. By applying the system specific
bandpasses (TIRS and MURI), band specific effect radiance values are calculated.
From band specific effect radiance values, brightness temperatures are calculated
for each band using an effective radiance to brightness temperature look up table
[24][33].
4.2.2 Temperature Emissivity Separation
The split window technique described above has the advantage of being applied
without knowledge of the atmospheric conditions under which the data was recorded,
but it does not utilize all the information the MURI system is recording. In addition,
the split window method relies on emissivity values being measured by an external
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FIGURE 4.2: Flow chart describing the application of the Tempera-
ture Emissivity Separation Algorithm. Three inputs: Imagery, Atmo-
spheric Compensation, and system specific coefficients, inform the
method. The three modules, NEM, SRM, and MMD, output surface
temperature and surface emissivity.
device, or from a database. To determine the extent of the MURI system’s capabili-
ties it would be best to assess its performance with a method that makes use of all of
the information it records. The Temperature Emissivity Separation (TES) method is a
set of modules that are used to separate land surface temperatures from emissivities
using atmospherically compensated radiances.
The primary issue in attempting to determine LST and LSE from thermal infrared
data is that no matter how many spectral bands are used, the system of equations
will always be underdetermined–there will always be more unknowns than data
points. For example, an imaging system with N bands will have N data points,
but will have N+1 unknowns which includes N LSE values corresponding to each
band as well as a surface temperature [51]. TES attempts to reduce the numbers of
unknowns by using the relationship between spectral contrast and minimum emis-
sivity.
An overview of this approach can be seen in Figure 4.2. The TES method is
performed in three steps, referred to as modules. Before TES can be performed, the
radiance values reported from the system must be corrected, or compensated, for
the effects of the atmosphere. Atmospheric compensation is described in section 4.3.
The first of the three modules performed after atmospheric compensation is the
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FIGURE 4.3: Flow chart describing the application of the Temperature
Emissivity Separation Algorithm and detailing what process occurs
in each step of the algorithm.
Normalized Emissivity Method (NEM). NEM is a simultaneous LST and LSE re-
trieval method that first uses the assumption of constant emissivity in all spectral
channels for a single pixel. Using groundleaving radiance received through atmo-
spheric compensation and measured downwelling radiance, land surface tempera-







where Lgroundleaving is the ground leaving radiance from the atmospherically com-
pensated radiance data, Ld is the downwelling atmospheric radiance and ϵconstant is
the assumed constant emissivity value. From this set of N temperatures, the maxi-
mum temperature is chosen to serve as the LST from which the remaining normal-
ized emissivities are derived. These emissivities are iteratively used to calculate sur-
face temperature and radiance until the change in radiance between iterations is less
than the Noise Equivalent delta Radiance (NEdL) or until the number of iterations
exceeds I, which is set to 12.
After estimation of the normalized emissivites and initial surface temperature,
the spectral ratio (SR) module is used to determine the ratio of the normalized emis-
sivities to the average:
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The spectral ratio is capable of describing the shape of the emissivity curve,
rather than directly provide the emissivity value for each band. This method has
been shown to be able to reproduce the shape of the emissivity curve for rough esti-
mations of LST.
The third and final module is the Maximum-Minimum Apparent Emissivity Dif-
ference (MMD) method. This method uses the maximum and minimum emissivities
calculated from the SR module to calculate the spectral contrast range:
MMD = max(βn)− min(βn) (4.8)
The MMD can then be used to determine the minimum emissiviy, using the fol-
lowing relationship:
ϵmin = A0 + A1MMDA2 (4.9)
where the coefficients A0-A2 are coefficients specific to the remote system with
which the data were recorded. These coefficients have been calculated using labo-
ratory reflectance spectra that have been equated to emissivities by Kirchoff’s law.
The process of calculating these coefficients begins with estimating radiances of a
black body of temperature 300 K. Emissivities are applied to the radiances and the β
spectra followed by the MMD are calculted. The minimum in-band emissivity, cal-
culated by applying the system’s spectral response to the sample emissivity curves,
is then regressed the calculated MMD values. While the coefficients are calculated
empirically, these coefficients are not dependent on surface temperature.
After calculating the minimum emissivity, the spectral ratio can be used to cal-
culate the emissivities of the remaining bands. After calculating the surface emissiv-
ities, calculating surface temperature is a matter of resolving equation 4.6 using the
new value for emissivity of the band with the maximum emissivity [35][36][86].
The temperature emissivity separation approach has the advantage of utilizing
five of MURI’s bands and not relying on emissivity values from a database. (Note,
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MURI band 1 was excluded from this study, as the constructed MURI band 1 im-
agery had low contrast, likely being dominated by water absorption features in
that region. Additionally, this made working with unregistered band 1 data diffi-
cult).However, this method is heavily reliant on accurate atmospheric compensation
and downwelling measurements. This method has seen success with data collected
from other multispectral imaging systems such as the Advanced Spaceborne Ther-
mal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) [35],[36],[34], the Spinning En-
hanced Visible and InfraRed Imager (SEVIRI) [65], and a variation of this method
is currently in use for data recorded by the ECOsystem Spaceborne Thermal Ra-
diometer Experiment on Space Station (ECOSTRESS)[46][82][48]. Previous success
of this method makes its application a valuable assessment of MURI’s temperature
and emissivity retrieval capabilities.
4.3 Atmospheric Compensation using MODTRAN4
Land surface temperature and emissivity retrieval using TES requires accurate at-
mospheric compensation. Compensation is required to quantify and remove the
effects of the atmospheric contributions to sensor reaching radiance. The equation
that describes the contributions to sensor reaching radiance is:
Lsr = ϵ(λ)B(λ, T)τ(λ) + Lu(λ) + [1 − ϵ(λ)]Ld(λ)τ(λ) (4.10)
In order to compensate for the atmosphere, values for atmospheric transmission
(τ), upwelling (Lup), and downwelling radiance (Ld) must be measured or calcu-
lated. The method must effectively compensate for path B and C and the atmo-
spheric transmission term in Path A of equation 4.2. For this study, a simulated ap-
proach was chosen and values for atmospheric transmission, upwelling, and down-
welling radiance were simulated using MODTRAN4. The modeling code includes
an option to simulate radiances with a user defined atmosphere, allowing for scene
specific atmospheric compensation to be performed [11][12]. Simulations were per-
formed for each scene and included atmospheres specific to the day, time, and lo-
cation of the targets. The atmospheric data for each simulation was retrieved from
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the Global Modeling and Assimilation Office’s (GMAO) Goddard Earth Observing
Satellite Forward Processing (GEOS-FP) data set. The forecast from the GEOS-FP
dataset provides values for atmospheric temperature, pressure, and water content
[22][64]. The dataset has a spatial resolution of 0.25 degrees latitude and 0.3125 lon-
gitudes. For each target location used in the test flights, data from the four closest
GEOS-FP points were taken. Then a spatial interpolation is performed to predict
the atmosphere at the latitude and longitude of interest. The dataset has a temporal
resolution of three hours, therefore a temporal interpolation was also required.
4.4 Evaluation of Real Filter Samples via Brightness Temper-
ature Comparison to As Specified Samples
This section presents a study performed to determine the effect of the difference
between MURI’s spectral bands as specified by DRS and the transmission of the fil-
ters constructed for the MURI instrument. This evaluation was imperative for pre-
dicting if the constructed band passes would be capable of performance within an
acceptable degree of error to the bands as specified. A selection of filter transmis-
sion curves were provided by the manufacturer for each band, save for band one,
which only a single filter transmission curve was created. The metric for evaluation
of all six bands was the minimum detectable temperature difference provided by
DRS Technologies. This section discusses an additional metric for band one, which
includes comparing the levels of methane detectable by the constructed filter to the
proposed filters.
4.4.1 Description of Bandpass Comparison Study
In order to test the performance of the constructed filters against the theoretical
filters, a high spectral resolution at sensor radiance dataset was constructed using
MODTRAN 6. These simulated at sensor radiances were created using a Midlatitude
summer atmosphere. Varying water vapor concentrations were acheived by scaling
the midlatitude summer default value, and two different ground surface tempera-
tures were used. A user defined temperature profile was also entered with the lower
layers in the profile being replaced by higher temperatures more common in the
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southwestern United States in the summer, where test flights were held. The simu-
lated at sensor radiance values then had both the theoretical and constructed filter
functions applied, creating a simulated single pixel for both the proposed and con-
structed MURI instrument. Figure 4.4 displays the theoretical system with a sample
of a filter for each band pass, and Table 4.1 displays key parameters for the MOD-
TRAN simulation.
FIGURE 4.4: A comparison plot of the theoretical MURI band filters
and a sample of the constructed filters
TABLE 4.1: MODTRAN parameters for creating at sensor radiances
for comparing MURI’s constructed bands to theoretical MURI bands.
Parameter Value
Atmosphere midlatitude summer
Water Vapor Scaling Factor 0.1, 0.5, 1.0
Collection Height 4.572km (15000 feet)
Surface Temperature 270, 320 K
Surface Emission LAMB_SANDY_LOAM
One metric of comparison for this study was the effective radiance of each band.
Effective radiance can be described as the radiance the system senses. It can be
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defined as the radiance a system is responsive to normalized by the responsivity
curve of the system:







where R is the responsivity of the bandpass, or in this case the filter functions,
and λa and λb are the wavelength limits. The second metric used to determine per-
formance was the Noise Equivalent delta Temperature, or the minimum detectable
temperature difference for the system. Values for brightness temperature were cal-
culated using the effective radiance for each set of simulated and constructed filter
pairs. The difference between the brightness temperatures was then compared to
the NEdT to determine if the temperature difference caused by the difference in the
filter functions. Values for NEdT were provided by DRS.
Finally, in order to predict MURI’s performance compared to TIRS, the spectral
response of TIRS was used to determine brightness temperatures for each of the
at sensor radiances produced by the MODTRAN radiative transfer models. These
brightness temperatures were differenced with MURI’s brightness temperatures for
band 5 and 6, and compared to MURI’s NEdT to determine if the difference was
detectable by the MURI system.
4.4.2 Filter Transmission Examination Using Effective Radiance and NEdT
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the effective radiance comparisons for the 270 and 320 K
surface temperatures respectively. Each figure shows three different scalings of the
column water vapor for both the theoretical and constructed MURI band passes.
Figure 4.5 shows that as the column water vapor rises, the difference in effective ra-
diance increases between the constructed and theoretical bandpasses, especially for
band one. At the highest water vapor content, the difference between the effective
radiance of the theoretical to the constructed is a decrease in radiance of around 14%,
compared to the decrease in effect radiance of only 7% for the lowest column water
vapor content. The second largest change in effective radiance is noted to be for band
6, which at the highest water vapor content actually experiences an increase in effect
radiance of approximately 2%, while the lowest water vapor content experiences an
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increase of about 1.5%. These results follow what is logically expected to be true,
as the constructed band 1 has been shifted to lower wavelengths, and now overlaps
more with a set of water absorption lines just below 7.6 um. The shift towards lower
wavelengths also shifts the bandpass to a spot that is lower on the Planck curve for
blackbody radiation at normal Earth surface temperatures. The small increase in ra-
diance for band 6 can also be accounted for by shifting to a position that is higher on
Planck’s curve for blackbody radiation. It is also clear from the variation in band 1
that column water vapor scaling has a significant effect on the constructed band.
Figure 4.6 provides further evidence to support the bands’ sensitivity to water
vapor and temperature. At a surface temperature of 270 K, the differences in effec-
tive radiance between constructed and proposed band 6 shrinks for all cases. For
band 1, the higher the water content, the greater the difference between the effective
radiance values of the proposed and constructed bands, indicating the shift to lower
wavelengths for the constructed band overlaps with a collection of water absorption
lines.
Table 4.2 describes the NEdT for each band and the temperature differences de-
rived from the effective radiance values from Figures 4.5 and 4.6.
TABLE 4.2: Constructed vs As Specified bandpass temperature dif-
ferences for different scalings of Midlatitutde summer atmospheric
column water vapor. ∗ represents a temperature difference greater
than the NEdT.
Band Number Temperature(K) NEdT @ 300 K(K) 10% CWV(K) 50% CWV(K) 100% CWV(K)
Band 1 320 0.332 -3.27* -6.37* -6.29*
270 -0.97* -3.25* -4.25*
Band 2 320 0.096 0.01 0.10* 0.17*
270 -0.06 -0.14* -0.16*
Band 3 320 0.096 -0.08 -0.33* -0.47*
270 -0.55* -0.42* -0.37*
Band 4 320 0.070 -0.08* -0.04 -0.02
270 -0.02 -0.06 -0.05
Band 5 320 0.071 0.39* 0.32* 0.34*
270 0.19* 0.23* 0.16*
Band 6 320 0.041 1.22* 1.60* 1.79*
270 -0.03 -0.19* -0.12*
The results here indicate that the brightness temperature differences in the con-
structed vs proposed bandpasses is higher than the NEdT of the system, demon-
strating the difference is above the noise floor and therefore the system is sensitive
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FIGURE 4.5: Effective radiance values calculated for constructed vs
proposed MURI bands over a 320 K surface in a Midlatitute Summer
atmosphere.
FIGURE 4.6: Effective radiance values calculated for constructed vs
proposed MURI bands over a 270 K surface in a Midlatitute Summer
atmosphere.
enough to detect it. Most of the differences are very low, in most cases within one or-
der of magnitude of the NEdT. The most drastic change is seen in band 1. This band
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is the narrowest band, but it is also located near a collection of methane absorption
lines and water absorption lines [39]. As described above, the shifting of the band
towards the water feature means the band is much more sensitive to changes in the
water content in the atmosphere. Band 6 is shown once again to be mostly affected
by the surface temperature difference, while it is less sensitive to changes in the wa-
ter content.
The shifting of the constructed bands requires defining new band centers for
the purpose of determining more accurate brightness temperatures. The new band
centers are defined by finding the center wavelength between the half max points
used to determine the full width half max value. Table 4.3 describes the temperature
differences if the new band centers are considered for the constructed bands in place
of the original theoretical band centers.
TABLE 4.3: Considering the shifted band centers, Constructed vs As
Specified bandpass temperature differences for different scalings of
Midlatitutde summer atmospheric column water vapor. ∗ represents
a temperature difference greater than the NEdT.
Band Number Temperature(K) NEdT @ 300 K(K) 10% CWV(K) 50% CWV(K) 100% CWV(K)
Band 1 320 0.332 -2.99* -6.07* -5.99*
270 -0.67* -2.95* -3.94*
Band 2 320 0.096 -0.00 0.09 0.15*
270 -0.09 -0.17* -0.18*
Band 3 320 0.096 -0.04 -0.26* -0.37*
270 -0.01 0.10* 0.12*
Band 4 320 0.070 0.05 0.09* 0.09*
270 -0.09* -0.12* -0.10*
Band 5 320 0.071 -0.18* -0.23* -0.17*
270 0.15* 0.17* 0.08*
Band 6 320 0.041 0.31* 0.73* 0.98*
270 -0.34* -0.53* -0.50*
For most cases, the shifting of the band center for the calculations lowers the
temperature difference, which makes sense, as shifting the band center would lead
to more accurate brightness temperature results. Although many of the cases have
the same result, a brightness temperature difference that is detectable by the system,
the shifting of the band center leads to more detectable brightness temperature dif-
ferences. Once again, the same patterns emerge: band 1 is sensitive to changes in
the water content and surface temperature. Examining the constructed bands us-
ing these two methods provides an idea of how band shifting effects the radiance
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and brightness temperature values and helps to describe how identifying new band
centers will effect brightness temperature calculations.
The values shown in the tables above, while some may be above the NEdT for
their bandpass, are not particularly alarming. As discussed previously, both the split
window technique and TES rely on the calculation of sensor specific coefficients to
perform LST retrieval. However, the effect of water concentration on constructed
MURI band 1 may interfere with methane detection.
4.4.3 Comparison of Constructed Bands to TIRS
A metric of success for the MURI system is maintaining satisfactory performance in
the thermal infrared in comparison to Landsat 8 TIRS. Band 5 and 6 are designed to
match Landsat 8’s TIRs bands. Just as above, the brightness temperature difference
is used to evaluate the difference between the two sets of bandpass. Results compar-
ing the as built band 5 and 6, including the shifted band centers, to Landsat 8 TIRS
are reported in Table 4.4.
TABLE 4.4: Constructed MURI band 5 and 6 vs TIRS temperature
differences for different scaling of Midlatitutde summer atmospheric
column water vapor. ∗ represents a temperature difference greater
than MURI’s NEdT.
Band Number Temperature NEdT @ 300 K 10% CWV 50% CWV 100% CWV
Band 5 320 0.071 0.45* 0.52* 0.54*
270 0.16* 0.09* 0.0046
Band 6 320 0.041 0.71* 0.89* 0.97*
270 0.02 -0.06* -0.04
The results indicate that many of the scenarios lead to detectable brightness tem-
peratures and in all scenarios the difference is less than a Kelvin. There is some
water vapor concentration dependency, but the brightness temperature difference
in both bands appears to more dependent on the surface temperature. While the
differences appear to be significant enough to be detectable, the chosen temperature
retrieval methods rely upon coefficients derived specifically for each system. The
studies presented below will show that the chosen temperature retrieval methods
will maintain adequate performance in retrieving LST despite the differences in the
bandpasses of MURI and TIRS.
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4.5 Applying Temperature Retrieval Approaches to Simulated
DIRSIG Imagery
This section will describe the application of the Split Window technique using both
MURI and TIRS to simulated data. This section will also discuss the creation of a
simulated dataset using MODTRAN6 and the application of TES to that dataset.
4.5.1 DIRSIG Simulated Scene
In preparation for test flights over Los Alamitos Joint Training Base performed in
Fall of 2019, a simulated image was created using the Digital Imaging and Remote
Sensing Image Generation (DIRSIG) model[37]. This physics based model, designed
by the Digital Imaging and Remote Sensing lab at the Rochester Institute of Technol-
ogy, allows for the simulation of single channel, multi, and hyperspectral imagery
from the visible to the thermal infrared regions of the electromagnetic spectrum.
The simulated scene1 consists of a selection of surfaces of constant emisivities
at 4 distinct temperatures and can be seen in Figure 4.7. Initial examinations were
performed on the second row of surfaces, which was chosen because it is the only
surface with an emissivity of less than 1. However, during examination it was re-
vealed that the emissivity of the surfaces was not constant, causing higher variation
in radiances the higher the temperature, and therefore could not provide a way to
accurately determine how well the method was performing. Instead the bottom row
of surfaces, which have an emissivity of 1, was chosen for the study.
The image has a higher spectral resolution than MURI and TIRS (300 spectral
bands in comparison to 6 and 2 respectively), so in order to simulate a data set for
MURI and TIRS, the spectral responses for each system was separately applied to the
image. The scene does not include any sensor noise, therefore, system specific noise
was added to the imagery for each data set. The result is two images: a six channel
image with additional noise characteristic of the MURI system and a two channel
image with additional noise corresponding to the TIRS system. The scene has also
been provided without knowledge of the simulated atmosphere, which does not
1DIRSIG scene was constructed by Rolondo Raqueño of University of Rochester
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FIGURE 4.7: DIRSIG demo scene to be used for initial testing of the
split window technique for MURI and comparison to TIRS.
matter as the split window technique’s LST retrieval is independent of the atmo-
spheric conditions under which an image is recorded.
4.5.2 Application of Split Window on DIRSIG Scene
The split window coefficients were calculated for both MURI and TIRS by Dr. Tania
Kleynhans, associate scientist for the Chester F. Carlson Center for Imaging Science
at Rochester Institute of Technology. The coefficients were calculated for a height of
705 km, the height of the Landsat satellite from Earth and the distance the satellite
version of MURI will be from the Earth’s surface. Coefficients for MURI at 4.572 km
were derived before the testflights scheduled at the end of August 2019, however,
the actual testflights were performed at 3.353 km. The use of the satellite based
coefficients demonstrates that application of the split window is possible for the
MURI system.
Table 4.5 details the results for applying the split window for temperature re-
trieval for both the MURI and TIRS system. The results are presented in the form of
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mean LST retrieved across the surface and root mean squared error (RMSE).
TABLE 4.5: Results of applying split window technique to surfaces
from the DIRSIG demonstration thermal scene.
Surface 1 Surface 2 Surface 3 Surface 4
Temperature (K) 350 320 300 250
Emissivity 1 1 1 1
MURI Mean (K) 348.15 319.07 299.6847 251.17
MURI RMSE (K) 1.85 0.95 0.38 1.23 K
TIRS Mean (K) 349.74 320.05 K 300.18 250.83
TIRS RMSE (K) 0.60 0.96 1.12 1.98
The results above demonstrate that the split window technique applied to simu-
lated MURI dataset performs comparatively to TIRS. In the 300 - 320 K range, both
systems are capable of retrieving temperatures across the pixel with about a Kelvin
or less of RMSE. Even estimating temperatures within 2 K is promising, yet it is no-
table that the MURI split window performs considerably less well on the highest
surface temperatures, while TIRS maintains a low RMSE. One drawback of having
only blackbodies (emissivities of 1) is that this scenario does not test the full split
window equation. When performing this examination with a blackbody, the parts
of the equation that depend on emissivity difference between the bands disappear.
Equation 4.5 becomes:






+ b7(Ti − Tj)2 (4.12)
meaning an equation that relies on eight coefficients is reduced to an equation
with only four. While this study demonstrates the systems capability to retrieve
temperatures from a blackbody, it would be best to be able to test the full equation.
None of the surfaces from Figure 4.5 are defined as having wavelength dependent
emissivity values, so there is no way to evaluate a surface using the entire split win-
dow equation using this image.
4.5.3 TES Application to MODTRAN dataset
A simulated MURI dataset with known emissivity, temperature, and atmosphere
was created to test the implementation of the TES algorithm. The dataset consists
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of 4 surfaces of known emissivity: Constant Emissivity (0.9), Sea Water, Igneous
Rock, and Distilled Water. The three surfaces without constant emissivity have their
emissivities defined using the ECOSTRESS spectral library (formerly known as the
ASTER/MODIS spectral library) [5][62]. Surface radiance is calculated by applying
the surface emissivity to the radiance value provided Planck’s black body function.
The MODTRAN simulation was informed by GEOS-FP data from October 4th
of 2019 [22][64]. This simulation was used in characterizing MURI’s temperature
retrieval capabilities and radiometric error in Chapter 6, and is therefore accepted
as a good representation of realistic scene. Atmospheric transmission, downwelling,
and upwelling were used to calculate at sensor radiance at a high spectral resolution,
then MURI’s spectral resolution is applied.
Simulated noise was added to the data to better represent MURI data. This addi-
tional noise was calculated from MURI’s predicted Noise Equivalent delta Temper-
ature by first calculating Noise Equivalent delta Radiance:
NEdL = NEdT ∗ dB
dT
(4.13)
Where dBdT is the derivative of Planck’s Blackbody function with respect to temper-
ature. The noise was then added to the image by multiplying the NEdLs with a
Gaussian random number with mean 0 and standard deviation of 1.
The result is 4 simulated MURI samples of known atmosphere and surface tem-
perature. The atmospheric compensation approach is applied; note this is the ideal
case where the exact atmosphere is known. The MMD coefficients calculated for
this were derived using a subset of 53 samples from the ECOSTRESS spectral li-
brary [5][62] 2. This subset is the same subset used to train the TES algorithm
used by ECOSTRESS and is most representative of naturally occurring geologic end-
members you would observe at remote sensing scales of about 100 m. In addition to
each of the samples, each sample is adjusted by a vegetation fraction of 25%, 50%,
and 75% using the conifer samples in the collection. This way, the coefficients are
trained on a dataset that includes representations of mixed pixels.
2subset provided by Dr. Glynn Hulley of the Carbon Cycle and Ecosystems group at the Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory.
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TABLE 4.6: Results of applying TES algorithm to simulated dataset
Variable RMSE RMSE %
Temperature 0.74 K 0.25
Band 2 ϵ 0.01 1.41
Band 3 ϵ 0.01 1.05
Band 4 ϵ 0.01 0.79
Band 5 ϵ 0.01 1.29
Band 6 ϵ 0.02 1.62
The results of applying the TES algorithm to the simulated dataset are shown
in Table 4.6. The results indicate that, given an ideal atmospheric compensation, we
can expect temperature retrievals within a percent of the surface temperature. RMSE
of emissivity retrievals are within 2% of the surface emissivity. This examination





Assessment of a Novel Methane
Detection Method
5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 Context for Investigation
This chapter details efforts to assess the range and limitations of the novel CH4 de-
tection approach, the Normalized Differential Methane Index (NDMI). While the
studies performed using the approach thus far have demonstrated the ability of the
approach to detect enhanced levels of atmospheric methane using simulated MURI
imagery, the extent of the approach’s sensitivity to environmental conditions has not
been evaluated. Additionally, the approach has not been applied to data collected
by the MURI instrument, which would serve to further validate the approach.
This chapter will discuss two planned examinations that would have served to
provide real data to test the NDMI method and the reason for their omission. The
chapter then details two simulated studies performed in place of the real data stud-
ies.
Finally, a novel system referred to as MURI + is presented here. This novel in-
strument was designed to improve detection of atmospheric methane while taking
advantage of additional bands that overlap with methane absorption lines. To assess
the performance of this novel system, the Matched Filter approach is used.
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5.2 Controlled Concentration Experiment
This section describes an experiment designed to evaluate the novel approach for
detecting CH4, the Normalized Differential Methane Index (described in Chapter
3 and Webber and Kerekes 2020 [96]). This experiment would have provided an
opportunity to collect real data on a known quantity of CH4. The experiment was
scheduled to be performed in April of 2020. The arrival of the 2020 pandemic lead
to the cancellation of this experiment.
5.2.1 Description of Controlled Release Experiment
In order to validate the CH4 study performed on simulated data, an experiment
was designed to test the methods of remote detection of enhanced atmospheric CH4
with a known quantity of CH4 present in the scene. The study was designed to
be performed on the campus of the Rochester Institute of Technology without the
MURI instrument. A higher spectral resolution thermal detector was to be used to
collect radiance values. An apparatus that is highly transmissive in the thermal was
designed to contain the CH4.
The apparatus, a diagram of which can be seen in Figure 5.1 described above
is a box made of a wood frame covered with polyethylene sheets. As CH4 is less
dense than air [21], the box is designed to have CH4 pumped into the top of the
container through an ALICAT mass flow controller MC-500SCCM-D/5M, Gas:CH4
[80]. A vent at the bottom of the box, which can be opened or closed, allows the
comparatively higher density air to escape, ensuring that the pressure within the box
remains constant. The ALICAT mass flow controller, shown in Figure 5.2, ensures
we can both control and measure volumetric flow of the gas from a pressurized tank
into the box. Knowing the flow rate and controlling the amount of time that the
gas is allowed to flow allows us to control the amount of CH4 within the box. Once
the desired amount of CH4 is pumped into the box, the open side of the box will be
closed, trapping the CH4 at the desired amount.
This apparatus with known CH4 concentration would be placed between the
sensor and a blackbody. For this experiment, the Model 102 Hand Portable FT-IR
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FIGURE 5.1: Overview of apparatus designed for controlled release
CH4 experiments.
FIGURE 5.2: Alicat Mass Flow Controller for use in the CH4 con-
trolled release experiment.
Spectrometer from D&P Instruments was the chosen sensor [2] [43][63]. This spec-
trometer has a spectral range between and 2 and 16 um and a spectral resolution of
4 wavenumbers. The range of this instrument covers the entire range of the MURI
instrument and is therefore a suitable substitute to test CH4 detection methods with.
This also allows us to examine the absorption features of CH4 in a controlled and
realistic scenario. The goal of the collect would be to record radiance values of the
blackbody at several temperatures with different amounts of CH4 present in the ap-
paratus. Following the collect, MURI’s spectral response and additional noise would
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be applied to the data to assess the system’s CH4 detection capabilities. Additionally,
a series of atmospheric simulations performed using MODTRAN would provide us
the ability to calculate at sensor radiance for MURI at operational height, allowing
us to assess performance of the MURI airborne demonstration instrument with a
controlled concentration of CH4.
5.2.2 Determination of Transmission of Polyethylene Sheets
The experiment required the apparatus to have sides with high transmission in the
thermal infrared. A large polyethylene drop cloth sample was tested to ensure the
material was suitable for the experiment. Figure 5.3 shows how the material was as-
sessed in a laboratory using the Model 102 Hand Portable FT-IR Spectrometer. Two
radiance measurements were recorded of a blackbody at approximately 350 K, once
with and once without the polyethylene sheet present. Calculating the transmissiv-
ity of the sheet was then accomplished by taking the ratio of the latter measurement
to the former.
FIGURE 5.3: Diagram of polyethylene transmissivity measurement
data collection. Calculating the ratio (R2/R1) provides transmissivity
of target polyethylene sheet.
Figure 5.4 shows the transmissivity of the polyethylene sheet compared to both
the normalized as-specified and normalized as-built MURI bandpasses. The sheet
demonstrates a transmissivity of above 0.9 for bands 3, 4, 5 and 6. For band 2 the
sheet shows nearly 0.9 and for band 1, which is important for NDMI, the sheet shows
transmissivity of about 0.8. The transmissivity of the sheet remains relatively high
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through this region of the thermal infrared and is therefore suitable for use in this
examination. Characterization of the transmissivity curve is important to charac-
terizing the absorption or emissivity of the CH4 plume, and therefore this analysis
should be performed on the entire constructed apparatus before data collection oc-
curs.
FIGURE 5.4: Diagram of polyethylene transmissivity measurement
data collection. Calculating the ratio (R2/R1) provides transmissivty
of target polyethylene sheet.
5.3 Test Flight Validation Over Known Emission Site
The simulated results predicted detectable scenarios; the controlled concentration
experiment was intended to provide validation for those predictions. However, the
best metric for evaluating MURI’s CH4 leak detection capability is to apply the cho-
sen methods to real data collected with MURI’s airborne demonstration instrument.
Test flights for MURI were performed in August and September of 2019. During
these test flights the MURI airborne demonstration instrument was flown over La
Brea in Los Angeles, California, a known CH4 emission location.
5.3.1 Test Flight Location: Hancock Park and Page Museum
The La Brea Tar Pits are located in Hancock Park, which resides in the Miracle Mile
section of Mid-Wilshire, a neighborhood within the City of Los Angeles. The Tar Pits,
and the surrounding area, have experienced both anthropogenic and natural CH4
leaks due to the plentiful petroleum fields and tectonic activity beneath the city. The
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approximately 0.1km2 area around the tar pits museum is home to approximately
100 visible gas seeps, though new seeps continue to form as existing seeps cease
emitting. This location is known to have the highest measured natural gas flux for an
onshore seepage zone in the United States. The emitting gas is primarily composed
of CH4, being about 80% CH4 [30][97]. The high number of CH4 leaks in a cluttered
urban environment makes the La Brea pits scene a fitting test for the CH4 detection
methods for the MURI system.
Previously, studies have been performed to characterize the gas emissions from
this area [30][97], where it was determined the magnitude of emissions from the park
is comparable with emissions from mud volcanoes and large gas seeps in Europe
and Asia. The scene was also used to demonstrate the ability of the Hyperspectral
Thermal Emission Spectrometer (HyTES) to determine the spatial structure of CH4
plumes and identify priority sources for follow up measurements [47].
FIGURE 5.5: Chosen flight path for MURI airborne demonstration
instrument over La Brea Tar Pits at the Page Museum in Los Angeles,
California. Testflight performed in August of 2019
The planned flight line for the MURI test flights performed at the end of Au-
gust can be seen in Figure 5.5. The park is open to the public and was accessed
by the ground team from RIT for ground based measurements. The ground based
measurements consist of surface temperatures of nearby water bodies and ground
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covers, emissivity measurements recorded using the Model 102 Hand Portable FT-
IR Spectrometer produced by D&P Instruments. During the ground collection data,
CH4 values were recorded with a hand held CH4 detector, which displayed values
of 1% the lower explosive limit of CH4, or approximately 500 ppm. As CH4 is not
visible it was not possible to determine the scale of the plume, therefore only point
measurements were recorded.
5.3.2 MURI image data recorded over La Brea
An example of the data recorded over La Brea can be seen in Figure 5.6. This data
was unfortunately recorded before the system was thermally stable, and therefore
absolute brightness temperature will differ from the radiometry of the scene. This
is not an issue for the NDMI approach, as the method utilizes relative radiance be-
tween each band, not absolute. However, there are two factors that caused this data
to be non-ideal for assessment of the method. First, the shift in the as-constructed
band 1, as described in Chapter 4, led to the contrast in band 1 being low, likely be-
ing dominated by water absorption features present in that region. Secondly, at the
time of analysis, there was no method of stitching MURI band 1 imagery due to the
low contrast of the images. As NDMI needs to be performed on pixels in both band
1 and band 6 recorded over the same target area, application to the unregistered data
was not possible. Additionally, the unstable platform caused a considerable amount
of image blur. This combination of factors thwarted the attempts at utilizing NDMI
on this dataset.
As temperature retrieval was the primary focus on the first two MURI testflights,
no additional CH4 targets were added to the flight plan.
5.4 Application of Methane Detection Methods on HyTES
Scenes With MURI’s Spectral Response
While initial testflights of the MURI system did not produce imagery suitable for
evaluation of our CH4 detection approaches, testflight imagery of other thermal im-
agers can be utilized for this purpose. By applying the MURI spectral response to
image data recorded in-flight by the HyTES instrument, a six-channel image with
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FIGURE 5.6: MURI images recorded over La Brea on August 30th,
2019. The image on the left is from Tam 2, the top band is MURI band
5, the middle band is band 1, and bottom is band 3. The right image
was recorded on Tam 4, the top band is MURI band 4, the middle is
band 2, and the bottom is band 6.
MURI’s spectral channels was created. This section describes a demonstration of the
NDMI and Matched Filter as it is applied to this dataset.
5.4.1 Examination Description and Dataset Creation
In order to demonstrate the ability of both the MURI system and the NDMI ap-
proach to predict likely locations of enhanced atmospheric CH4 in airborne remote
sensing data, a MURI image was produced using imagery recorded in-flight by the
Hyperspectral Thermal Emission Spectrometer (HyTES). As described in Chapter 3,
HyTES is a hyperspectral imager with 256 thermal infrared spectral channels cover-
ing about the same range as MURI [42][47]. By applying MURI spectral response to
the finer spectral resolution data, a MURI image was produced. To ensure the image
best represented a MURI image, additional noise was simulated and added to the
image using the method described in Chapter 3 section 3.3.2.
The selected images were recorded over Kern River Oil fields, a known location
for anthropogenic CH4 emissions[55][58]. The chosen scenes are identified in Figures
5.7 and 5.8. These Figures are gray scale images overlaid with HyTES Matched Filter
predicted CH4 plumes locations[47]. It is important to note that the flagged imagery
provided by the HyTES team is produced using a combination of the Matched Filter
approach and a plume dilation algorithm. Due to the use of the plume dilation
algorithm, direct comparison between the flagged imagery and MURI predictions of
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likely locations of enhanced CH4 levels will not provide meaningful results. Instead,
this examination provides a visual demonstration of how NDMI and Matched Filter
applied to MURI data will produce intensity images that predict the locations of
enhanced levels of CH4 similar to the flagged images provided by HyTES.
FIGURE 5.7: HyTES CH4 flagged image; green indicates likely lo-
cations of enhanced levels of atmospheric methane. Image data
recorded on 8 July 2014 over Kern County California.
5.4.2 Visualization of NDMI and HyTES Application to MURI Data Syn-
thesized from HyTES In-flight Data
Figure 5.9 shows the results of applying the methods to both images. Both the NDMI
and Matched Filter intensity images clearly identify similar plumes when applied to
the selected scenes. The high density plume present near the center of the 5 Febru-
ary image is noted to lead to high intensity in both the NDMI and Matched Filter
intensity images. The NDMI intensity image remains relatively high where the less
dense plume exists, however there is little contrast with the background, or plume
not present, pixels. The extent of the plume is clearer in the Matched Filter produced
intensity image.
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FIGURE 5.8: HyTES CH4 flagged image; green indicates likely lo-
cations of enhanced levels of atmospheric methane. Image data
recorded on 5 February 2015 over Kern County California.
On the right of 5.9, it is again noted that the NDMI approach is able to predict
similar plumes to both MURI Matched Filter and HyTES Matched Filter. Both ap-
proaches show high intensity around the plume in the lower right of the image.
Neither approaches show high intensity around the plume HyTES has identified in
upper right corner of the image, though the Matched Filter does show a slight in-
crease in intensity in that area. Overall, while the Matched Filter intensity image
more closely resembles the prediction made by HyTES, the NDMI approach is still
capable of identifying similar plumes while utilizing only two thermal bands. Ad-
ditionally, this demonstration shows that MURI, a six band instrument with a single
band allocated to methane absorption features, is capable of identifying enhanced
quantities of atmospheric methane using the Matched Filter similarly to the HyTES
Matched Filter, which utilizes 256 spectral bands.
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FIGURE 5.9: NDMI and Matched Filter intensity images for MURI
image synthesized from HyTES images recorded over Kern County
California. Left Column: 8 July 2014 image, Right Column: 5 Febru-
ary 2015.
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5.5 Simulated Controlled Quantity Methane Experiment
This section describes an alternative controlled quantity CH4 experiment. Similar
to the controlled release experiment, the goal of this experiment is to validate the
results shown in Chapter 3 and provide a more extensive examination of the capa-
bilities of the NDMI method.
5.5.1 Validation of Methane Models Using Spectral Calc
In order to ensure the models used to evaluate the CH4 detection methods in this
section are a reasonable approximation of reality, a validation approach using Spec-
tral Calc and MODTRAN6 was devised. Spectral Calc is a subscription based online
high spectral resolution spectral modeling calculator [38][85]. This browser program
allows users to calculate transmittance, absorption, and emission/radiance of a gas
cell of user specified length, temperature, and pressure. The program allows users
to choose between a selection of gasses, including CH4, from a list of line databases.
For this examination the HITRAN2016 was the chosen line list [39].
Figure 5.10 shows the setup for the first validation method performed with Spec-
tral Calc. This simulated data represents a blackbody emitting through a CH4 plume
with no additional atmospheric gasses present. The two contributors to at-sensor ra-
diance, described as path A and B, are described in Eqn. 5.2 and 5.3.
FIGURE 5.10: Spectral Calc/MODTRAN6 simulation setup for first
analysis.
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Latsensor = LA + LB (5.1)
LA = τplumeLblackbody(Tsur f ace) (5.2)
LB = Lplume = ϵplumeLblackbody(Tplume) (5.3)
τplume is the transmissivity of the plume and Lblackbody is the radiance emitted by
a blackbody, which is a function of temperature. Lplume is the radiance emitted by
the plume, modeled as the radiance emitted from the plume as a function of tem-
perature multiplied by the emissivity of the plume ϵplume. Spectral Calc provides the
transmission and emitted radiance of the CH4 plume while the blackbody surface
emission if provided by Planck’s function and is calculated in MATLAB. The local
chemical plume model of MODTRAN6 directly provides at-sensor radiance. Values
for the inputs for MODTRAN simulations are shown in Table 5.1 while values for
the inputs for the Spectral Calc simulations are shown in Table 5.2.
TABLE 5.1: MODTRAN at-sensor radiance simulation user defined
atmosphere input values. Simulation was performed to compare to
Spectral Calc for validation
MODTRAN Input Value
Ambient temperature at surface 311 K
Ambient temperature at top of plume 311 K
Plume/Ambient temperature difference -10 K
Surface temperature 328 K
Atmospheric gas scaling factor 0.0 %
Ground altitude 0.315 km
Sensor altitude 0.3351 km
Plume base/top 0.3151/0.3351 km
Plume concentration 5 to 70 ppm
While the MODTRAN simulations are performed with the assumption of an at-
mosphere, Spectral Calc calculations are performed with an assumption of taking
place in a vacuum. This will cause a small shift in absorption/emission features. In
order to compare the two sensor-reaching radiance calculations, this shift must be
accounted for. This is done by dividing the wavelength in a vacuum by the index
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TABLE 5.2: Spectral Calc inputs for comparison with MODTRAN
simulation.
Spectral Calc Input Value
Plume temperature 301 K
Plume length 20 m
Concentration 5 to 70 ppm
of refraction of air, which is assumed for the thermal infrared to be 1.00022. Spectral
Calc can perform a calculation line-by-line or by applying a system function; the cal-
culations performed here used Spectral Calc’s line-by-line batch file option, with a
Gaussian function being applied independently. Note the MODTRAN 6 simulations
were performed using MODTRAN’s built in Gaussian function.
Figure 5.11 shows the comparison between the MODTRAN and Spectral Calc
at-sensor radiance calculations for a high concentration plume. There is high agree-
ment between the two methods. Figure 5.12 shows the RMSE between the two
datasets. The error in the case shown in Figure 5.11 is the highest for the cases
examined, with the RMSE rising as concentration rises. As demonstrated in Webber
and Kerekes 2020, the matched filter and NDMI detection methods for MURI are
sensitive to much lower concentrations at this temperature difference.
FIGURE 5.11: Spectral Calc and MODTRAN6 calculated at sensor ra-
diance for a plume of 70 ppm and 301 K
From these calculations, radiance for each of MURI’s six spectral channels was
calculated, which can be seen in Figure 5.13. The calculated RMSE of band 1 between
the two methods was 0.0263 Wm2µmsr or 0.19 % of the mean MODTRAN value for
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FIGURE 5.12: RMSE as a function of plume concentration from Spec-
tral Calc and MODTRAN6 calculated at sensor radiance.
band 1. When converted to brightness temperature, the RMSE was 0.11 K, or 0.03
% of the mean band 1 brightness temperature. This examination demonstrated that
MODTRAN and Spectral Calc have high agreement, and therefore simulating MURI
data with either program would be appropriate for our analysis.
FIGURE 5.13: Spectral Calc and MODTRAN6 calculations for at sen-
sor radiance for each MURI band for plumes of 5 to 70 ppm.
An additional comparison was performed using the two models. For this com-
parison, we attempted to recreate Figure 3.5 by replacing the local chemical plume
model computed layers with the plume from Spectral Calc. A diagram for the setup
for this analysis is displayed in Figure 5.14. For this arrangement, a MODTRAN
simulation provides the surface leaving radiance up to the base of the plume. A sec-
ond MODTRAN simulation is run from the base of the plume to the sensor. Spectral
Calc provides the plume transmission and emission. This method assumes that the
plume’s effect on the thermal scattering above the plume is negligible. It should
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be noted that this approach performed nearly identically to having the MODTRAN
simulations not overlap with the Spectral Calc plume and instead having those lay-
ers only contain the CH4 from Spectral Calc.
FIGURE 5.14: Diagram describing process of validating CH4 experi-
ments from Chapter 3. MODTRAN simulations run from the surface
to the base of the plume, then from the base of the plume to the top
of the atmosphere. Spectral Calc provides the transmission and emis-
sion of the plume.
Figure 5.15 shows the results of the simulated validation study side by side with
the MODTRAN results from Chapter 3. As the figure shows, the detectable cases
between the two approaches are very similar. However, the approach utilizing Spec-
tral Calc shows slightly higher concentrations are required to have brightness tem-
perature differences detectable by MURI. For example, both approaches show that
a plume of temperature -10 K from ambient is detectable with a concentration of
slightly more that 10 ppm. However, at ambient plume temperature, a plume of
about 17 ppm has a detectable brightness temperature difference when using only
MODTRAN. When including the Spectral Calc plume, a plume of concentration of
about 20 ppm has a brightness temperature difference higher than MURI’s NEdT.
This is not a negligible difference, but the similar curve shapes in Figure 5.15 and
the similar difference between detectable cases for each plume temperature does in-
dicate some agreement.
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FIGURE 5.15: Left: Band 1 brightness temperature difference cal-
culated from method shown above Right: Band 1 brightness tem-
perature difference calculated from MODTRAN study performed in
Chapter 3. Results indicate similar detectable cases.
From these examinations, it appears that the simulated at-sensor radiances that
have been produced in MODTRAN6 are an acceptable representation of CH4 plumes.
5.6 Simulated Controlled Concentration Experiment
This section will discuss the simulated controlled concentration experiments per-
formed due to the cancellation of the experiments described in Section 5.2.
5.6.1 Description of Experiment
The goal of this experiment is to examine cases where the NDMI approach, described
in Chapter 3, is viable for prediciting likely locations of enhanced levels of atmo-
spheric CH4. In pursuit of this goal, we also aim to discover the limits of the method,
and therefore understand the extent of the abilities of a method that utilizes only two
thermal bands to detect enhanced levels of atmospheric CH4.
For this approach, MODTRAN6 was chosen to produce simulations of plumes
at surface level. This approach uses the local chemical plume model discussed in
Chapter 3 to simulate at sensor spectral radiances for both the on and off plume sce-
narios[13][10]. In order to ensure a reasonable atmosphere was being considered,
and no longer being constrained by the physical location of the experiment, the
simulated sensor reaching radiance can be defined using any reasonable scenario.
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FIGURE 5.16: Single band view of HyTES image subset from July
8th, 2014. Parameters consistent with subset was used to produce the
simulated dataset.
Chapter 3 includes a discussion of the ability of the model to reproduce real data
similar to that seen in Figure 5.16.
MURI’s spectral response is then applied to the spectral radiances produced by
MODTRAN6. An off plume and an on plume simulated MURI image is constructed
by repeating the radiance values for the on and off plume MODTRAN outputs over
1000 pixels then adding additional random noise corresponding to each MURI band.
The NDMI method is then applied using MURI band 1 and MURI band 6, as de-
scribed in Eqn. 5.4. This produces intensity images indicating likely locations of en-
hanced levels of atmospheric CH4. Receiver Operating Characteristic curves (ROC)
are created by applying a varying threshold to the NDMI images and determining
where the method successfully differentiates between on and off plume pixels. The
area under the ROC curve is then calculated, which is the selected metric for deter-
mining the success of the method for this experiment. Thousands of situations were
considered for the coarse examination.






The dataset for this investigation is placed into two categories: coarsely sampled and
finely sampled. The coarsely sampled data was used to describe the capabilities of
the NDMI approach across a wide range of circumstance, while the finely sampled
data was used to assess the approach in greater detail in specific circumstances.
The considered scenario for the coarse evaluation is based on a scene used in
the study presented in Chapter 3. The scene can be seen in Figure 5.16 and is an
example of a known location where the matched filter approach was able to predict
likely location of CH4 plumes from HyTES data[47][56]. The image was recorded
in July of 2014 over Kern River Oil Fields, just North of Bakersfield, California, a
region that has seen enhanced levels of atmospheric CH4 greater than 30 ppm and
regularly experiences levels around 10 ppm[58]. Table 5.5 describes select parame-
ters of consideration for the MODTRAN simulation that were held constant across
the examination, and Table 5.6 describes the parameters that were adjusted during
the dataset creation.
As described in Chapter 2, surface temperature to plume temperature differential
is likely to have the greatest effect on plume detectability. Water vapor scaling factor
is expected to have an effect on plume detectibility, as the presence of strong wa-
ter absorption features could mask a CH4 plume’s absorption or emission features.
Plume concentration and thickness will determine the strength of the CH4 absorp-
tion or emission features. While the user-defined atmosphere being used defines the
temperature profile and the characteristics of the plume, the baseline atmosphere
variable controls other aspects of the atmosphere. This includes the concentration of
atmospheric gases. For example, MIDLAT WINTER contains about 30% of the col-
umn water vapor of MIDLAT SUMMER while containing about 1% higher methane.
The CH4 scaling factor controls the background CH4 quantity by directly scaling the
CH4 at each layer of the modeled atmosphere. During the dataset reconstruction,
a scaling factor of 0.4 was determined to match the background methane features
in the HyTES scene. Table 5.3 details the MODTRAN model atmosphere vertical
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molecular column amounts in atm-cm for water, while 5.4 describes the same for
CH4, as well as sample values after scaling. The NDMI approach should behave
similarly across surfaces with differing emissivity, therefore changing the surface
emissivity between images is not expected to affect the method. However, changes
in surface emissivity within an image is likely to affect the method, which is dis-
cussed further in this section.
TABLE 5.3: Scaled MODTRAN model atmosphere vertical molecular
column amounts in atm-cm for H2O
0.1 0.5 1.0
MIDLAT SUMMER 363.6 atm-cm 1818.0 atm-cm 3635.9 atm-cm
MIDLAT WINTER 105.97 atm-cm 529.85 atm-cm 1059.7 atm-cm
TABLE 5.4: Scaled MODTRAN model atmosphere vertical molecular
column amounts in atm-cm for CH4
0.4 1.0
MIDLAT SUMMER 0.5074 atm-cm 1.2684 atm-cm
MIDLAT WINTER 0.5122 atm-cm 1.2806 atm-cm
In addition to the environmental considerations, the method will also be sensi-
tive to instrument parameters, specifically the system’s noise. In order to demon-
strate the NDMI sensitivity to system noise and further describe the method’s sensi-
tivity to environmental parameters, the image noise was varied by applying a simple
noise scaling factor to MURI’s system noise, as defined in Chapter 3 Table 3.1.
TABLE 5.5: MODTRAN parameters held constant for coarse evalua-
tion
Parameter Value
Collection Height 4.572km (15000 feet)
Ambient Temperature at Plume Altitude 311 K
Plume Distance from Surface 0 m
The coarse evaluation provided information on circumstances that would be in-
teresting to examine more finely. The parameters kept constant for the fine analysis
are displayed in Table 5.7, while the parameters treated as variable are displayed in
Table 5.8.
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TABLE 5.6: MODTRAN parameters and the respective values used in
the coarse evaluation.
Model Input Value
Atmosphere MIDLAT SUMMER, MIDLAT WINTER
Water Vapor Scaling Factor 0.1 - 1.0
CH4 Scaling Factor 0.4, 1
Surface Temperature 273.15 - 333.15
Surface Emissivity SANDY_LOAM/GRASS/URBAN
Plume Thickness 10 m, 20 m
Plume Concentration 7, 10, 20, 25, 27, 30 ppm
Plume/Ambient Temperature Difference -10, 0, +10 K
Noise Scaling Factor 0.1, 1.0
TABLE 5.7: MODTRAN parameters held constant for fine evaluation
Parameter Value
Collection Height 4.572km (15000 feet)
Ambient Temperature at Plume Altitude 311 K
Plume Distance from Surface 0 m
TABLE 5.8: MODTRAN parameters and the respective values used in
the fine evaluation.
Model Input Value
Atmosphere MIDLAT SUMMER, MIDLAT WINTER
Water Vapor Scaling Factor 0.1 - 1.0
CH4 Scaling Factor 0.4, 1
Surface Temperature 283.15 - 333.15
Surface Emissivity SANDY_LOAM/GRASS/URBAN
Plume Concentration 10, 20, 30, 32 ppm
Plume Thickness 10, 20 m
Noise Scaling Factor 0.1, 1.0
5.6.3 Multi-Surface Examination Dataset
A selection of multi-surface examinations were performed using a subset of the
simulations described above. These examinations were designed to determine the
NDMI method’s sensitivity to surface temperature and emissivity changes within a
scene. Table 5.10 describes the selected simulated circumstances and Table 5.9 de-
tails the parameters held constant for this examination. For this examination, the
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results are compared to the Matched Filter approach, as described in Chapter 3. Re-
call that, unlike the NDMI approach, the Matched Filter approach makes use of all
six of MURI’s spectral bands. Each of the scenarios were selected by identifying
cases where CH4 detection was highly accurate. This allows us to determine the
effect, if any, of adding additional surface types to the images.
TABLE 5.9: MODTRAN parameters held constant for NDMI and
Matched Filter multi-surface application evaluation.
Parameter Value
Collection Height 4.572km (15000 feet)
Ambient Temperature at Plume Altitude 311 K
Plume Temperature Difference to Ambient -10 K
Plume Concentration 10 ppm
Plume Thickness 10 m
Atmosphere MIDLAT SUMMER
Water Vapor Scaling Factor 0.1
CH4 Scaling Factor 0.4
Noise Scaling Factor 0.1
TABLE 5.10: Simulated image surface definitions for NDMI and
Matched Filter multi-surface application evaluation.
Examination # Description Surfaces Temperature Range
1 Identical surface, small temperature difference Sand 323/328 K
2 Identical surface, large temperature difference Sand 310/325 K
3 Different surfaces, same temperature Sand/Urban 325 K
4 Different surfaces, small temperature difference Sand/Urban 325/320 K
5 Different surfaces, large temperature difference Sand/Grass 325/300 K
For the examinations number 1 and 2, four different surface configurations were
considered. For examinations 3, 4, and 5, three surface configurations were con-
sidered. These configurations are labelled S1-S5 and are detailed in Table 5.11. S1
evaluates the approach on an image where 10 % of the pixels are defined using the
surface of lower temperature. S2 uses an image where the pixels are split evenly
between the two surface types/temperatures. S3 defines 50% of the pixels as the
higher temperature surface and defines the other 50 % as having equal number of
pixels with each whole value surface temperature in Kelvin between the low and
high temperature chosen for each case. S4 evaluates the approach on a simulated
image with an equal number of pixels for each whole value temperature in Kelvin
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between the low and the high temperature. S5 is similar to S3, but is used when
evaluating surfaces with differing emissivities as well. Therefore S5 is applying the
approaches to a simulated image where 50% of the pixels are the surface emissivity
of one type and the other 50% of pixels are defined as the second surface type with
temperatures ranging from the low temperature to the high temperature.
TABLE 5.11: Description of simulated image construction for multi-
surface NDMI and Matched Filter evaluation.
Label # Surface Configuration Description
S1 10/90 % pixel split between surface 1 and surface 2
S2 50/50 % pixel split between surface 1 and surface 2
S3 50 % high temperature surface, 50% gradient from low to high temperature
S4 Equal number of pixels for temperatures between low and high temperature
S5 50 % surface 1, high temperature, 50% surface 2, gradient from low to high temperature
5.6.4 Coarse Examination Results
A selection of the results from the coarse sampling are presented here. As there are
a large number of results, a select few heat maps are presented here to describe the
detection approaches behavior across the simulated data. Figure 5.17 shows a sce-
nario where a 20 m plume of 27 ppm above background level at -10 K from ambient
temperature (301K) can be detected against a background case with 0.4 background
methane scaling factor. A successful case for this examination has an area under the
ROC curve of 0.8 or greater. For the heat maps presented here, blocks marked red
have higher ROC curve areas and blue have lower. Using this scenario, it should be
noted that surface emissivity between images does not significantly impact the ef-
fectiveness of the method, as expected. The factor with greatest effect demonstrated
here is surface temperature, as it determines the plume/surface temperature differ-
ence. In this scenario, the approach leads to high detectability when the surface to
plume temperature difference is greater than 20 K. Water column vapor has a signif-
icant effect as well, especially using the Summer atmosphere which has significantly
more water in the column. The range of detectable cases increases with the decrease
of water column vapor.
Reducing the image noise shows similar patterns in the results. Figure 5.18
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FIGURE 5.17: Heat map describing area under ROC curve for NDMI
identified enhanced concentration methane plumes pixels. Simula-
tion used: 27ppm plume, -10 K plume ambient temperature differ-
ence (301 K), 20 meter plume thickness, 1.0 noise scaling factor.
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FIGURE 5.18: Heat map describing area under ROC curve for NDMI
identified enhanced concentration methane plumes pixels. Simu-
lation used: 7ppm plume, ambient temperature (311 K), 20 meter
plume thickness, 0.1 Noise scaling factor.
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shows a scenario where a 20 m plume of 7 ppm above background level at am-
bient temperature can be detected against a background case with 0.4 background
methane scaling factor with an image noise scaling factor of 0.1. Again it is noted that
surface emissivity between images does not significantly impact the effectiveness of
the method. this figure futher demonstrates that surface to plume temperature dif-
ference is a a key factor in the detectability of the plume; note that the plume is at
ambient temperature, 311 K. In this scenario, the approach leads to high detectabil-
ity when the surface to plume temperature difference is ±10K. The water column
vapor effect is easily viewed here, especially using the Summer atmosphere which
has significantly more water in the column. The range of detectable cases increases
with the decrease of water column vapor, showing detectable scenarios where the
temperature difference is greater than −10 K but less than 0. This shows that the
required temperature difference even for relatively lower concentration plumes in
drier environments, while considerable, is relatively small. Comparing Figure 5.18
to Figure 5.17 reveals how impactful the system noise is on the method, as reducing
the noise has allowed the detection of a plume with a concentration four times lower
than that of 5.17.
Figure 5.19 shows a similar scene, but the plume width is reduced to 10 m. The
results are condensed to a single surface type here, for as with results shown in Fig-
ure 5.18, the type of surface in each scene did not significantly alter the results. The
result, as expected, is that the plume is detectable in fewer scenarios. The method’s
dependency on column water vapor is still obvious when examining these results.
In the case using the Mid Latitude Summer atmosphere with a water column scal-
ing factor of 1.0, the plume presence is significantly masked even when the sur-
face/plume temperature difference is around 40 K. In this example, the system is
still considerably better at identifying plumes than by chance, but it does not meet
the 0.8 threshold.
Figure 5.20 shows the results of applying NDMI to a slightly different scene. The
background CH4 scaling factor is raised from 0.4 to 1, meaning the simulation is now
using the standard values for MODTRAN Mid Latitude atmospheres. The concen-
tration of the plume is increased to 10 ppm and the thickness is kept to 10 m. Once
again, the surface temperature and water column vapor have the same effect. Note
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FIGURE 5.19: Heat map describing area under ROC curve for NDMI
identified enhanced concentration methane plumes pixels. Simu-
lation used: 7ppm plume, ambient temperature (311 K), 10 meter
plume thickness, 0.1 noise scaling factor.
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FIGURE 5.20: Heat map describing area under ROC curve for NDMI
identified enhanced concentration methane plumes pixels. Simula-
tion used: 10ppm plume, -10 K to ambient temperature, 10 meter
plume thickness, 0.1 noise scaling factor.
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FIGURE 5.21: Heat map describing area under ROC curve for NDMI
identified enhanced concentration methane plumes pixels. Simula-
tion used: 10ppm plume, -10 K to ambient temperature (301 K), 20
meter plume thickness, 0.1 noise scaling factor.
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that the plume is now at 301 K, meaning the plume surface temperature difference
is lowest at 303.15 K. The increase in background CH4 masks the presence of the
plume, save for when the surface/plume temperature difference is greater than +20
K. When the surface is cooler than the plume, the NDMI approach is unable to reach
the 0.8 threshold even for the case where the surface/plume temperature difference
is about -30 K. Although, it should be noted that the scenario this experiment was
based on features a hot dry scene, where surface temperatures with temperatures
higher than 330 K are possible.
Doubling the thickness of the plume increases the number of cases above the 0.8
threshold, as shown in Figure 5.21. The increase in plume thickness is not always
enough to overcome the masking caused by water absorption features. In scenarios
with lower column water vapor, the increase in plume thickness had a greater effect.
The thicker plume, with a CH4 scaling factor of 1, requires a surface/plume temper-
ature difference around +10 to 20 K depending on the atmospheric water content.
When the surface is cooler, the approach is capable of detecting plumes when the
surface/plume temperature difference is about -30 K.
These patterns can be further exemplified with the cases containing higher noise.
Figure 5.22 shows a 20 m plume of 25 ppm at ambient temperature with a CH4
scaling factor of 0.4 and a noise scaling factor of 1.0. This scene leads to detectable
scenarios primarily when the water column vapor is low. The heatmap in Figure
5.23 was created using a simlar scene, yet the plume concentration was increased
to 30 ppm and the plume width was reduced to 10 m. Between these two cases,
the lower concentration plume is detectable in many cases, while the thinner, higher
concentration plume is detectable in a single case: Winter, 0.1 water scaling, and a
plume/surface temperature contrast of around 40 K. This exemplifies how impactful
both the width of the plume and the system noise can be on the detectability of the
CH4 plume.
5.6.5 Fine Examination Results
For the fine analysis, a simulation similar to the plume used to demonstrate NDMI in
Chapter 3 was used. A plume of 10 ppm above ambient at -10 K from ambient (301
K) was chosen. This simulation differs from the simulation in Chapter 3 as the plume
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FIGURE 5.22: Heat map describing area under ROC curve for NDMI
identified enhanced concentration methane plumes pixels. Simula-
tion used: 25ppm plume, ambient temperature (311 K), 20 meter
plume thickness, 1.0 noise scaling factor.
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FIGURE 5.23: Heat map describing area under ROC curve for NDMI
identified enhanced concentration methane plumes pixels. Simula-
tion used: 25ppm plume, ambient temperature (311 K), 10 meter
plume thickness, 1.0 noise scaling factor.
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FIGURE 5.24: Fine scaled heat map describing area under ROC curve
for NDMI identified enhanced concentration methane plumes pixels.
Simulation used: Kern Valley recreation, 10ppm plume, -10 K to am-
bient temperature (301 K), 10 meter plume thickness, 0.1 noise scaling
factor.
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has a thickness of 10 m rather than the 20 m used previously. Figure 5.24 shows the
results of applying the NDMI approach to the simulated radiances. The fine results
allow us to better visualize the effects of water vapor and surface temperature on
the detectability of the plume with NDMI. From this heat map, it is evident that
increasing the water column vapor from 0.1 to 1.0 can change the necessary surface
temperature for detection by almost 20 K. As this scene is based on a desert scene, a
low column water vapor is expected. When the surface is significantly cooler than
the plume, the plume is detectable in cases with comparably lower column water
vapor. In these cases, a surface with a temperature difference of less than -15 K to
the plume temperature is detectable.
Additionally, a simulation with a plume of 10 ppm that is 20 m thick and -10
K from ambient (301 K) was produced, similar to the plume used to demonstrate
NDMI in Chapter 3 but with the background methane scaling factor set to 1.0. Figure
5.25 shows the results of applying the NDMI approach to the simulated radiances.
In this heat map, it is evident that increasing the water column vapor from 0.1 to
1.0 can change the necessary surface temperature for detection by almost 10 K. As
this scene is based on a desert scene, a low column water vapor is expected. For the
Mid Lat Winter Atmosphere, which with column water vapor scaling factor of 1.0
has about 30% of the water in the Mid Lat Summer, a surface/plume temperature
difference of about +8 to 10 K is needed to reliably identify plume present pixels.
Surface temperatures of greater than +10 K reliably detect methane pixels over all
surfaces. However, for high column water vapor, a surface temperature nearly 20 K
higher than the plume is needed to reliably identify plume present pixels. The most
noticeable change is the loss of detectability in lower temperature plumes. Only
simulations where the surface/plume temperature difference was large and the col-
umn water vapor was less than 50% in the Winter baseline atmosphere and 10% in
the summer atmosphere was the plume detectable. Overall, it appears the effect of
increasing the background levels of CH4 is more significant than doubling the thick-
ness of the plume.
Figure 5.26 is a demonstration of a high noise case. This scenario includes a 20
meter plume of 30 ppm with a CH4 of 0.4 and a 1.0 noise scaling factor. Again a
higher plume concentration is required for detection when compared to the lower
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FIGURE 5.25: Fine scaled heat map describing area under ROC curve
for NDMI identified enhanced concentration methane plumes pixels.
Simulation used: 10ppm plume, -10 K to ambient temperature (301
K), 20 meter plume thickness, 0.1 noise scaling factor.
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FIGURE 5.26: Fine scaled heat map describing area under ROC curve
for NDMI identified enhanced concentration methane plumes pixels.
Simulation used: 30ppm plume, ambient temperature (311 K), 20 me-
ter plume thickness, 1.0 noise scaling factor.
noise case. Here we see when the column water vapor is lower than 50% in the
summer cases, the method can reliably detect enhanced levels of CH4 when the
plume/surface temperatue contrast is less than about -20 K and greater than +15
K. When using the Winter atmosphere, which contains less column water vapor, the
temperature difference required for detection varies from -13 to -20 K and +10 to +
15 K for detection.
In addition to expanding the simulations used in Chapter 3, another scenario was
simulated in MODTRAN 6 to test the NDMI approach. This scenario is designed to
represent a summer day in Rochester, New York. The simulation uses a user defined
atmosphere with the temperature profile replaced with a GEOS-FP temperature pro-
file [22][64] for September 9th, 2019 near the Rochester Institute of Technology, with
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FIGURE 5.27: Fine scaled heat map describing area under ROC curve
for NDMI identified enhanced concentration methane plumes pixels.
Simulation used: Rochester Temperature Profile, 10ppm plume, +10
K to ambient temperature (306 K), 20 meter plume thickness, 0.4 noise
scaling factor.
the bottom layer being replaced with air temperature measurements provided by
Weather Underground (https://www.wunderground.com/). The plume is 20 m
thick, has a +10 temperature differential with ambient (306.48 K plume to 296.48
ambient temperature at plume height) and is placed at the lowest level of an atmo-
sphere with a CH4 scaling factor of 0.4. Note, this configuration differs from the
others as the plume temperature is higher than ambient temperature at plume alti-
tude. Figure 5.27 shows the results of applying NDMI to this simulated scene.
The heat map again shows the performance of the method is highly dependent
on surface temperature and water vapor content. In this scenario, a surface/plume
temperature difference of about ± 6 K leads to a detectable plume when the water
vapor content is low. When water vapor content is is high, surface/plume tempera-
ture differences of +10 and -15 lead to detectable plumes. While this represents a set
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FIGURE 5.28: Fine scaled heat map describing area under ROC curve
for NDMI identified enhanced concentration methane plumes pixels.
Simulation used: Rochester Temperature Profile, 10ppm plume, +10
K to ambient temperature (306 K), 10 meter plume thickness, 0.4 noise
scaling factor.
of cases where detection is possible, Figure 5.28 demonstrates a less than ideal case.
In this case, the CH4 scaling factor has been increased to 1.0 and the plume thickness
has been reduced to 10 m.
The increase in background CH4 and reduction in plume thickness leads to a
large decrease in the number of cases where the plume is detectable. Even when
the water vapor content is low, a surface temperature difference greater than ±20
K is needed to identify plume present pixels. When water vapor content is high,
no surface temperatures in the range of the dataset provided enough at-sensor ra-
diance difference that makes the NDMI capable of meeting the 0.8 threshold. While
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the other configurations serve to identify the capabilities of the method, this config-
uration helps to highlight the limitations, especially limitations due to column water
vapor, surface temperature, and ambient CH4.
Finally, Figure 5.29 demonstrates a high noise case using the Rochester Tempera-
ture Profile. This heatmaps describes the NDMI being applied to a 20 m thick plume
of 32 ppm at ambient temperature (296 K) with a CH4 scaling factor of 0.4 and a noise
scaling factor of 1.0. Increasing the noise again requires an increased concentration
to detect. From this heatmap we see the high concentration plume is reliably detect
when the temperature difference is greater than +15 K, even when the water vapor
content is low. When the water vapor content is high, plume/surface temperature
differences of greater than +20 K are required for the plume to be reliably detected.
While the method has demonstrated the ability to be viable for methane detection,
it is demonstrably dependant on system noise.
5.6.6 Multi-Surface Examination
The ROC curves describing the results of the first simulated multi-surface examina-
tion can be seen in Figure 5.30. The areas under these curves are recorded in Table
5.12. These results describe the application of NDMI and Matched Filter to a scene
with one surface type, sand, that varies slightly in temperature, from 323 K to 328K.
From these results, it is clear that the NDMI is highly sensitive to moderate changes
in temperature (-5 K between min and max). The NDMI approach is still able to
identify enhanced atmospheric CH4 pixels with satisfactory accuracy in all cases,
save for the case where the image is comprised of 50% pixels with surface tempera-
ture equal to 328 K and 50% pixels with surface temperature equal to 323 K. In this
case, application of the NDMI approach leads to an intensity image where the higher
temperature surface results in higher intensity than the lower temperature surface.
This means that there is a threshold value that separates the two surfaces, leading
to a step in the ROC curve. These results demonstrate that large cool surfaces in
an image could cause the NDMI to perform poorly, such as in the case of a thermal
shadow. However, application to images created using method S3 and S4 show that
the method will still be viable in scenarios where the surface temperature varies, as
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FIGURE 5.29: Fine scaled heat map describing area under ROC curve
for NDMI identified enhanced concentration methane plumes pixels.
Simulation used: Rochester Temperature Profile, 32ppm plume, am-
bient temperature (296 K), 20 meter plume thickness, 1.0 noise scaling
factor.
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FIGURE 5.30: ROC curves describing performance of NDMI and
Matched Filter on multisurface simulated imagery: Sand tempera-
ture range: 323-328 K
is likely in real world scenarios. The Matched Filter approach, however, does not
experience great loss due to the change in surface temperature.
Figure 5.31 shows the results of applying NDMI and Matched Filter to a scene
with one surface type, sand, that varies in temperature, 15K. The area under each
of the ROC curves is described in Table 5.13. Again we see that the NDMI is highly
sensitive to temperature, to the point that the approach is unable to meet the 0.8 area
under the ROC curve standard. Clearly, large variations in surface temperature are
TABLE 5.12: Area under the ROC curves shown in 5.30 describing
NDMI and Matched Filter performance when applied to an image
with one surface type but varying surface temperature.
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FIGURE 5.31: ROC curves describing performance of NDMI and
Matched Filter performance when applied to an image with one sur-
face type but varying surface temperature. Sand temperature range:
315-330 K
likely to mask the plume when using the NDMI approach. However, when the large
changes in temperature only correspond to 10 % of the image, they have a marginal
effect on the success of the approach. Again, the Matched Filter approach does not
experience much loss due to change in surface temperature.
Figure 5.32 shows the application of the NDMI and Matched filter on a dataset
that utilizes two different surface emissivities. For this examination, the first surface
is defined as sand and the second is defined as an urban pixel. Both surfaces are set
to be 325 K. The areas under the ROC curves are detailed in Table 5.14. We see in
this instance that the NDMI approach is sensitive to changes in surface emissivity.
If the surface emissivity changes are limited to 10% of the image, it has little effect
on the success of the approach, but it will fail to identify plume present pixels in the
area with different emissivity. The Matched Filter approach shows little change due
to the change in surface emissivity.
Figure 5.33 shows the ROC curves that describe the performance of applying the
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TABLE 5.13: Area under the ROC curves shown in 5.31 describing
NDMI and Matched Filter performance when applied to an image
with one surface type but varying surface temperature.





FIGURE 5.32: ROC curves describing performance of NDMI and
Matched Filter performance when applied to an image with two dif-
ferent surface types (sand and urban) at the same temperature (325
K)
TABLE 5.14: Area under the ROC curves shown in 5.32 describing
NDMI and Matched Filter performance when applied to an image
two different surface types (sand and urban) at the same temperature
(325 K)
Label # NDMI Matched Filter
S1 0.910 0.996
S2 0.750 0.996
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FIGURE 5.33: ROC curves describing performance of NDMI and
Matched Filter performance when applied to a simulated image with
two different surface types (sand and urban) at varying temperatures
(320-325K)
NDMI and Matched Fitler to a simulated image that includes sand and urban pixels,
where the urban pixels vary in temperature from 320 - 325 K. Table 5.15 details the
area under the ROC curves. In this case, the NDMI approach is not sensitive to the
change in surface temperature and emissivity. This is likely due to the relatively
lower emissivity value of sand compared to the MODTRAN defined urban pixel.
The Matched Filter approach does see a slight dip in performance when applied to
S1 and S2 images, but the approach still performs above the 0.8 area under the ROC
curve threshold.
Finally, Figure 5.34 displays the results of applying NDMI and Matched Filter to
a simulated image with two surface types, sand and grass, where the grass pixels
vary in temperature from 300 K to 325 K. Table 5.16 details the area under each of
the ROC curves shown in Figure 5.34. Results here show a situation in which NDMI
is likely to fail: different surface emissivities and high surface temperature variation.
While the Matched Filter does see a drop in performance, the drop does not cause
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TABLE 5.15: Area under the ROC curves shown in 5.33 describing
NDMI and Matched Filter performance when applied to an image
two different surface types (sand and urban) at varying temperatures
(320-325K)




TABLE 5.16: Area under the ROC curves shown in 5.34 describing
NDMI and Matched Filter performance when applied to an image
two different surface types (sand and grass) at varying temperatures
(300-325K)




the approach to fall below the 0.8 area under the ROC curve threshold.
From this investigation, it is clear the matched filter is likely to outperform the
NDMI method in most scenarios involving large surface variations in emissivity
and temperature. However, given cases with relatively homogeneous surface type,
such as the Kern Valley image shown in Figure 5.16, the NDMI approach is a viable
method for identifying likely locations of enhanced levels of atmospheric CH4.
5.7 Improving Detection of Enhanced Levels of Atmospheric
CH4: MURI+
While the MURI system has demonstrated the ability to identify the location of en-
hanced levels of atmospheric CH4 with a single band allocated to CH4 absorption
features, the inclusion of additional bands would serve to improve detection. This
section describes the definition of a novel system, based upon MURI’s design, that
would show improved performance in CH4 detection.
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FIGURE 5.34: ROC curves describing performance of NDMI and
Matched Filter performance when applied to a simulated image with
two different surface types (sand and grass) at varying temperatures
(300-325K)
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5.7.1 MURI+ Design
A novel system, referred to here as MURI+, was designed to improve detection of
enhanced atmospheric CH4 using more than one band allocated to CH4 absorption
features. MURI+ was designed using the same focal plane array and optics as the
MURI airborned demonstration instrument, but with additional bands overlapping
with CH4 absorption features. The band allocations for MURI+ are described in
Table 5.17.
TABLE 5.17: MURI+ Band Allocations and Predicted Noise Equiva-
lent delta Temperature
Band # Center Wavelength Band Width Predicted NEdT
B1 7.46µm 0.18µm 0.167K
B2 7.68µm 0.05 µm 0.338K
B3 7.83µm 0.10µm 0.256K
B4 8.55µm 0.35µm 0.076K
B5 9.07µm 0.36µm 0.078K
B6 10.05µm 0.54µm 0.059K
B7 10.90µm 0.59µm 0.061K
B8 12.05µm 1.01µm 0.036K
MURI+ bands 4 through 8 match the band allocation of bands 2 through 6 of the
MURI instrument. MURI+ band 2 shares a band center with MURI band 1, however
the bandwidth is narrowed to 0.05 µm to increase contrast between on and off CH4
plume pixels. MURI+ bands 1 and 3 are allocated to overlap with a collection of CH4
absorption features around 7.46 and 7.83 µm respectively.
As shown throughout this chapter, there are multiple factors that determine if
an enhanced level of atmospheric methane is detectable by a system. In order to
determine that MURI+ was outperforming MURI in CH4 detection, MURI+ had to
demonstrate the ability to detect CH4 in scenarios where MURI was not able to. In
order to meet the definition of improving upon MURI’s CH4 detection, MURI+ had
to meet at least one of the following criteria: 1. MURI+ is capable of detecting lower
levels of atmospheric CH4 than MURI, 2. detection using MURI+ is less sensitive
to column water vapor, 3. the required temperature contrast between surface and
plume for successful detection of a CH4 plume is lower for MURI+ compared to
MURI.
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A combination of approaches were selected to demonstrate the performance of
MURI+ compared to MURI. First, a single pixel NEdT examination was performed
to investigate the brightness temperature contrast between an off and on plume pixel
for each of the MURI+ methane bands. Second, a coarse controlled concentration
experiment was performed using the same methods described in section 5.6. How-
ever, in this examination a match filter was used in place of the NDMI, as the clutter
matched filter will utilize the new MURI+ bands while the NDMI is by definition a
two band approach.
5.7.2 Single Pixel NEdT Examination Description
The first study presented here on MURI+ investigates the potential contrast for each
of the thermal infrared spectral bands centered on their respective CH4 absorption
features. Similar to the study presented in Chapter 3, the goal of the study is to deter-
mine under what scenarios each band is capable of detecting the temperature differ-
ence indicative of an enhanced level of atmospheric CH4. The dataset used for this
investigation is the same as the dataset described in Chapter 3 Section 3 Subsection
1. Table 5.18 describes the MODTRAN parameters used in creating the simulated
dataset. As described in Chapter 3, these parameters were derived from examining
HyTES images, metadata, and the conditions under which the images were recorded
[56]. Ambient atmospheric temperature was estimated from Weather Underground
which was recorded by the Meadows Field Station in Bakersfield, California on July
8th, 2014 at 11:54 am.
TABLE 5.18: NEdT Single Pixel Study MODTRAN Parameter Settings
Constant Value
Atmosphere Midlatitude Summer
Water Vapor Scaling Factor 0.10
Collection Height 4.572km (15000 feet)
Emitting Surface Temperature 328 K
Plume Thickness 20 m
Surface Emissivity LAMB_SANDY_LOAM
Plume Base Altitude 10 m
Ambient Temperature at Plume Altitude 311 K
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5.7.3 Single Pixel NEdT Study Results
Figure 5.35 shows the comparison of brightness temperature difference to NEdT for
each of the MURI+ methane bands. The plume for this study varied from - 10 K to
+10 K of ambient temperature at the plume height. This is a range of -27 to -7 K to
the background surface. This figure demonstrates where the brightness temperature
contrast between an on plume and off plume case is high enough to be detectable
by each band. For MURI+ band 2, which is allocated around the same methane
absorption feature as MURI, a plume at ambient temperature at plume height of
less than 10 ppm will lead to a detectable brightness temperature contrast. MURI+
band 1 results are similar, with a plume of about 10 ppm above background levels
at ambeint temperature creating a detectable contrast. MURI+ band 3 shows less
brightness temperature contrast, with a plume at ambient temperature requiring a
concentration of about 15 ppm to be detectable. Both MURI+ band 1 and 2 can detect
lower concentrations of enhanced atmospheric methane compared to MURI band 1,
while MURI+ band 3 has detectable scenarios similar to MURI band 1.
5.7.4 Matched Filter Methane Detection with MURI+ vs MURI Dataset
Description
The data for this examination was produced using the same approaches described
in 5.6.2. A description of the parameters held constant for this investigation can
be seen in Table 5.19, while a description of the parameters which were varied is
detailed in Table 5.20. The considered scenario is based on the scene described in
Chapter 3,section 5.6.2, and shown in Figure 5.16.
TABLE 5.19: MODTRAN parameters held constant for the MURI+
matched filter evaluation
Parameter Value
Collection Height 4.572km (15000 feet)
Ambient Temperature at Plume Altitude 311 K
Plume Distance from Surface 0 m
Plume Thickness 20 m
Plume/Ambient Temperature Difference 0
CH4 Scaling Factor 0.4
Surface Emissivity SANDY_LOAM
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FIGURE 5.35: Low altitude plume model results displaying bright-
ness temperature as a function of plume concentration for MURI+
three methane bands. Figure identifies detectable and undetectable
scenarios for MURI’s predicted NEdT.
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TABLE 5.20: MODTRAN parameters and the respective values used
in the MURI+ matched filter evaluation.
Model Input Value
Atmosphere MIDLAT SUMMER, MIDLAT WINTER
Water Vapor Scaling Factor 0.1 - 1.0
Surface Temperature 273.15 - 333.15
Plume Concentration 15, 20 ppm
Noise Scaling Factor 0.8, 1.0
The matched filter for each system was calculated as described in Chapter 3 and
applied to the dataset described above to produce heatmaps similar to the heatmaps
described in section 5.6. Again, the threshold for successful detection is defined as
an area beneath the ROC curve of 0.8 or higher.
5.7.5 Matched Filter Methane Detection with MURI+ vs MURI Results
Figure 5.36 shows a comparison between the MURI and MURI+ systems when ap-
plied to an identical dataset. The selected scene is a 20 ppm plume at ambient tem-
perature, with a noise scaling factor of 1. The heatmaps show that the MURI+ system
improves detection across both surface temperature and column water vapor when
compared to MURI’s matched filter performance. While MURI’s detection range is
limited, utilizing MURI+’s band allocation, with no change in MURI’s noise charac-
teristics, leads to a 60% increase in detectable cases for this set of heatmaps.
The same scenario is demonstrated again in Figure 5.37, this time however, the
noise is reduced for each system by 20%. Again we see the MURI+ system outper-
forming MURI, and the reduction in noise means additional cases are detectable.
With just a 20% reduction in noise, MURI+ is capable of detecting a 20ppm with a
temperature difference as low as about 10 K, given a low amount of column water
vapor.
Finally, Figure 5.38 and 5.39 show the same scene, but with a plume of concen-
tration 15 ppm with a noise scaling factor of 1 and 0.8 respectively. When the noise
scaling factor is equal to 1, the MURI system does not meet the 0.8 area under the
ROC curve threshold for any cases, though it comes close with the most extreme
cases. In contrast, MURI+ is capable of detecting the 15 ppm in 7 of the 41 cases.
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FIGURE 5.36: Heat map describing area under ROC curve for MURI+
and MURI matched filter identified enhanced concentration methane
plumes pixels. Simulation used: 20ppm plume, ambient temperature
(311 K), 20 meter plume thickness, noise scaling factor: 1.
FIGURE 5.37: Heat map describing area under ROC curve for MURI+
and MURI matched filter identified enhanced concentration methane
plumes pixels. Simulation used: 20ppm plume, ambient temperature
(311 K), 20 meter plume thickness, noise scaling factor: 0.8.
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FIGURE 5.38: Heat map describing area under ROC curve for MURI+
and MURI matched filter identified enhanced concentration methane
plumes pixels. Simulation used: 15ppm plume, ambient temperature
(311 K), 20 meter plume thickness, noise scaling factor: 1.0.
When the noise scaling factor is reduced to 0.8, both systems see an increase in
the number of detectable cases. However, MURI+ is now able to successfully iden-
tify pixels with enhanced levels of atmospheric methane in twice the number of
cases as MURI. From this, it is clear that MURI+ is capable of successfully identify-
ing pixels with lower concentration plumes of methane present when compared to
MURI.
5.8 Conclusions
Several approaches to validating the MURI system and the NDMI approach were
discussed. Application of the Matched Filter approach and NDMI to MURI im-
agery synthesized from HyTES data demonstrated the viability of the approaches in
detecting enhanced levels of atmospheric methane in multispectal airborne instru-
ment data. The comparison study between data simulated with MODTRAN6 and
Spectral Calc served to validate the models being produced for this investigation, in
lieu of data collected with MURI or a higher spectral resolution instrument. Results
show that the models are in high agreement, especially when the concentration of
the plume is low. The models created similar brightness temperature differences af-
ter MURI’s spectral response was applied, further validating the models which were
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FIGURE 5.39: Heat map describing area under ROC curve for MURI+
and MURI matched filter identified enhanced concentration methane
plumes pixels. Simulation used: 15ppm plume, ambient temperature
(311 K), 20 meter plume thickness, noise scaling factor: 0.8.
used to test the extent of the NDMI approach.
The simulated controlled concentration experiment described the extent and lim-
itations of the NDMI approach. Results demonstrate the sensitivity of the approach
to surface temperature, column water vapor, and ambient methane quantity. The
study demonstrated that the method is consistent across a selection of different sur-
face types. Through the coarse evaluation we demonstrated scenarios where a rela-
tively low concentration plume (7 ppm above ambient) at ambient temperature are
highly detectable over surfaces that are 10 K hotter than ambient when system noise
is low. We also detailed scenarios where a plume of 10 ppm above ambient and -10
K to ambient is not detectable above a surface that is 30 K cooler than the plume.
Furthermore, the Matched Filter demonstrated stable performance over surfaces of
varying emissivity and temperature, while the NDMI method demonstrated high
sensitivity to emissivity and temperature. However, the NDMI approach remains
a viable option for detection of enhanced levels of atmospheric CH4 utilizing only
two spectral bands. The high performance of the Matched Filter and the moderate
performance of the NDMI provides evidence that methane detection with a system
with only one spectral channel dedicated to CH4 features is viable.
Finally, the matched filter study demonstrated that the proposed novel system
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MURI+ outperforms MURI in identifying pixels with enhanced levels of atmospheric
methane. The MURI+ system demonstrated the ability to detect lower concentra-
tions of CH4 and scenarios where the plume/surface temperature contrast was smaller.
While the MURI+ matched filter approach is still sensitive to column water vapor,
the system was capable of identifying enhanced CH4 plumes in cases where the
MURI system was thwarted by column water vapor. While the MURI system has
demonstrated viability in detecting CH4 plumes with only a single spectral channel









6.1.1 Context for Inflight Performance Assessment
From August to October of 2019, test flights of the MURI instrument were performed
to validate the MURI instrument’s data collection capability as well as its ability to
retrieve surface temperature. The first set of test flights took place from August
28th to September 4th in Southern California, and the second set were performed
from October 2nd to October 7th around Southern California as well as the Bay Area.
These flights were designed to overlap with passovers from Landsat 8, in order to
examine MURI’s system performance compared to an established system.
The MURI instrument was mounted aboard a Twin Otter aircraft which departed
from Los Alamitos Joint Forces Training Base in Los Alamitos, California. During
flights, ground teams set up targets and collected surface temperatures and emissiv-
ities for reference. Additional measurements were retrieved from buoys positioned
off the coast of Southern California and deployed in both Sultan Sea and Lake Tahoe.
Post flight, edge targets were identified in order to determine MURI’s inflight spatial
performance.
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6.2 Validation Experimental Setup
6.2.1 Testflight Surface Targets
Four different target types were chosen for this validation: water, sand, rubber, roof,
and pavement. Natural water targets were chosen based off measurement accessi-
bility and included two stretches of ocean that coincided with Landsat overpasses
and the location of NOAA nearshore temperature monitoring buoys. Additionally,
temperature measurements were recorded from buoys in Lake Tahoe and Salton
Sea [6][19][44][79]. It is important to note that the temperatures reported from the
buoys and used in this investigation were defined as Bulk temperatures, not skin
temperatures. This could lead to some error when used in comparison with MURI’s
temperature retrieval, as Bulk temperatures are not necessarily identical to the sur-
face or skin temperature. For example, the buoys at Lake Tahoe have demonstrated
daytime skin temperatures 0.5 K higher than reported bulk temperature on average,
and this difference changes based on downwelling radiance, time of day, and wind
speed [101].
The last of the natural water body measurements were recorded over the ponds
El Dorado East Regional Park in Long Beach, California. Reference temperature
measurements were recorded from the El Dorado Park ponds using the DIRS Boat
for Land Assisted Surveying of Temperature or DIRS BLAST. The BLAST was cre-
ated by attaching a Hobo TidBit temperature logger to a Traxxis remote controlled
boat [68]. The BLAST allowed the ground research team the ability to measure water
temperature from the interior of the lake without having to leave the shore.
Five man made water targets were chosen within the vicinity of Los Alamitos
Joint Forces Training Base. The first of these targets was the Olympic sized swim-
ming pool of the Aquatics Training Center (ATC) located on the Joint Forces Train-
ing Base. The pools size, temperature regulation, accessibility, and location within
the flightline was ideal for the validation. The ATC pool, as well as the pool and
hot tub located at the Residence Inn by Marriott Cypress Los Alamitos were mon-
itored using TidBit temperature loggers during the flights [68]. Finally, two inflat-
able swimming pools with 10 foot diameters were setup in the parking lot of DRS
Leonardo. One pool, shown in Figure 6.1 below, had ice added before the flight to
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FIGURE 6.1: Diagram of experimental setup for DRS scene for Au-
gust/September 2019 test flights.
reduce temperature. The second pool, designated as the warm pool, had buckets
of water that were heated added before the flight to raise temperature. Erecting the
cool and warm pool in the same vicinity allows for a temperature differential in the
same image. For the El Dorado ponds and the man made targets, there was an at-
tempt to measure the temperature as close to the surface as possible, however all
measurements were made at a depth to ensure the tidbits were fully submerged. As
the skin layer of water is less than a millimeter thick [101], these reference measure-
ments may also experience error similar to the bulk temperatures provided from the
buoy data.
Additional targets were setup within flight lines in order to differentiate surface
types within the same image. A sand target was setup in the same parking lot as the
two pools, and a section of the parking lot was marked off to serve as a pavement
target. A rubber target was deployed on the roof of the DRS Leonardo building
and a section of the roof was marked off to serve as a roof material target. The
emissivities of the other surfaces were calculated from measurements recorded on
site on August 28th, 2019 using the Model 102 Hand Portable FT-IR Spectrometer
from D&P Instruments [2] [43][63] [75][76]. In order to locate additional targets,
highly reflective emergency blankets were deployed a meter away from each of the
targets. These emergency blankets are easily spotted in the imagery, appearing as
cold or dark objects. A diagram of the DRS scene is shown in Fig. 6.1.
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FIGURE 6.2: Location of proposed location for 2019 target assessment
and deployment. This experiment was cancelled when the team was
not granted access to the base.
Unfortunately, during the first testflights the system did not stabilize before im-
ages were recorded over the DRS parking lot targets. In an attempt to ensure a
non-water target was still in a usable scene, an additional rubber mat target was
deployed near the large pond at El Dorado East Regional Park. During the second
round of test flights, performed in October of 2019, a rubber mat, a cold water pool,
and a pavement patch were deployed near the large pond at El Dorado East regional
park. Unfortunately, the cold water pool and the rubber mat were obscured during
the flight. This imagery was still used in water body temperature retrieval.
The original version of this experiment was designed to take place at the Los
Alamitos Joint Forces Training Base. Targets were to be deployed on the West side of
the airstrip parking area, which can be seen in Figure 6.2. Measurements of surface
emissivities of local targets were to be recorded with the Model 102 Hand Portable
FT-IR Spectrometer from D&P Instruments including the emissivity of the concrete.
However, during the 2019 testflights the team was not granted approval to perform
their experiments on the base. This experiment was performed during 2020 test-
flights, the evaluation of which is beyond the scope of this thesis.
The examinations presented here will focus on the temperature and emissivity
retrieval of the waterbody datasets. Water is an ideal target for surface temperature
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FIGURE 6.3: Two images recorded using the MURI instrument over
DRS Leonardo building on August 29th, 2019. The image on the left
is from Tam 2, the top band is MURI band 5, the middle band is band
1, and bottom is band 3. The right image was recorded on Tam 4, the
top band is MURI band 4, the middle is band 2, and the bottom is
band 6.
validation due to its spectrally stable emissivity and high thermal inertia [61].
6.2.2 MURI Testflight Waterbody Dataset Description
Data from a selection of targets were provided by DRS in 14 frame stacks of digital
counts. The data, an example of which can be seen in Fig. 6.3, is a direct stack
of digital counts from the output of the system and is therefore still separated into
three strips corresponding to the three bands on each Tam. DRS also provided a
black body temperature to digital conversion file, which was used to derive a set of
equations to calculate brightness temperature from digital counts for each band on
each Tam.
Additionally, DRS provided brightness temperatures for select targets from the
three testflight locations: Cypress, CA, Sulton Sea, CA, and Lake Tahoe, CA. The tar-
gets are listed in Table 6.1 and shown in Fig. 6.4 and Fig. 6.5. Overlapping Landsat8
TIRS dates are also described in Table 6.1.
Finally, DRS provided two stitched images recorded over Cypress/Los Alamitos
on October 4th, 2019. These data were recorded over the Los Alamitos Joint Forces
Training Base pool and the large pond in El Dorado East Regional Park. Subsets
of these images can be seen in Figure 6.6. This dataset consists of unregistered im-
ages of MURI bands 2 - 5 in digital counts. Target measurements were converted
from digital counts to brightness temperature by taking a region of interest over the
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FIGURE 6.4: In-land water body targets from the 2019 testflights per-
formed in September and October of 2019. Left: Target locations from
around Cypress/Los Alamitos California including El Dorado park
ponds, Joint Forces Training Base Pool, Residence Inn by Marriott
Pool and Spa. Top Right: Lake Tahoe. Bottom Right: Salton Sea.
FIGURE 6.5: NOAA nearshore buoy targets near Long Beach, CA
used to retrieve reference temperature measurements. Map image
retrieved from National Buoy Center website [19]
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TABLE 6.1: 2019 testflight data description. Landsat8 TIRS target
overlaps identified for use in Split Window comparison.
Date MURI Targets Landsat TIRS Targets
9/3 Buoy 46253 Buoy 46253
9/4 Buoy 46222, Res. Inn, JFTB, El Dorado -
9/5 Salton Sea Salton Sea
10/3 Lake Tahoe Lake Tahoe
10/4 Buoy 46253 -
10/5 Buoy 46025, 46222 Buoy 46025, 46222
10/7 Salton Sea Salton Sea
target and applying the calibration curves provided by DRS. As the images are un-
registered, the ROIs for each band had to be independently defined. The ROI for
the JFTB pool was identified by picking pixels away from the edge of the pool. The
ROI for the El Dorado image was identified by picking pixels from the center of the
pond, around the area where the DIRS BLAST was deployed to record the water
temperature. The number of pixels per ROI for each band are listed in Table 6.2.
TABLE 6.2: ROI pixel counts for each unregistered MURI image from
the October 4th, 2019 dataset.






6.3 MURI Instrument Validation Approach
A simple approach to validating the data collected by MURI during the first test
flight was adopted. This approach utilizes atmospheric modeling and emissivity
measurements to determine ground temperature from the MURI data. The results of
this method are compared to recorded ground reference measurements to determine
MURI’s measurement accuracy.
The approach utilizes the radiometric equation that describes the primary con-
tributors for sensor reaching radiance in the thermal infrared:
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FIGURE 6.6: MURI band 6 stitched images from the testflight on Oc-
tober 4th, 2019. Left: El Dorado East Regional Park with ROI cho-
sen overlapping area where reference measurements were recorded.
Right: JFTB pool with ROI chosen over inside of pool, away from the
edges.
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Lsr = ϵ(λ)B(λ, T)τ(λ) + Lu(λ) + [1 − ϵ(λ)]Ld(λ)τ(λ) (6.1)
where Lsr is the band effective sensor reaching radiance, ϵ is the emissivity of the
surface, τ is the transmission of the atmosphere, B(λ, T) is the radiance contributed
from a blackbody at a specific wavelength and temperature as described by Planck’s
blackbody curve, Lu(λ) is the upwelling radiance, and Ld is the downwelling radi-
ance.
The MURI images, provided by DRS in digital counts, are first converted to
brightness temperature using calibration curves provided by DRS. Brightness tem-
peratures are then converted to band effective radiance using a look up table which
was derived using the MURI response functions. The surface emissivity for water
was retrieved from the MODIS UCSB Emissivity Library [60][93].
Values for trasmissivity, upwelling radiance, and downwelling radiance were all
determined using atmospheric modeling using MODTRAN4. The radiative transfer
models of MODTRAN4 were informed by reanalysis data from the Goddard Earth
Observing System forward processing (GEOS-FP) dataset in order to better represent
the conditions under which the images were recorded [22][64]. As the GEOS-FP data
is not finely sampled enough to overlap our targets both spatially and temporally,
the four closest GEOS-FP data points were used to interpolate to our flights location
and time using inverse distance weighting [9]. MODTRAN 4 provides atmospheric
transmission, upwelling radiance, and the radiance contribution for downwelling
radiance, as described in Chapter 4 Section 4.3. This means the only value left un-
known is the surface temperature. By solving for B(λ, T), a MURI specific radiance
to black body temperature conversion table can be used to determine surface tem-
perature.
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FIGURE 6.7: Single band surface temperature retrievals from MURI
2019 testflights.
6.4 MURI In-flight Surface Temperature Retrieval Performance
6.4.1 Surface Temperature and Radiometric Accuracy
Validation efforts have been focused on the collection of water bodies from the
September and October testflights performed in 2019. DRS provided brightness tem-
perature values derived from MURI imagery for the following water bodies: JFTB
pool, El Dorado large and small ponds, Residence Inn pool and spa, Landsat Buoy
46025, and Landsat Buoy 46086. These values were then used to predict LST us-
ing the method described above. Results were compared to reference measurements
made during the 2019 test flights. The results of the single band temperature re-
trieval are shown in Fig. 6.7 and Table 6.3.
For all bands, this approach leads to mean temperature errors of less than half a
Kelvin and RMSE of less than a Kelvin. This demonstrates the viability of MURI data
and shows the system is capable of surface temperature retrieval. This also serves
to validate the atmospheric compensation approach that is required for successful
application of the TES method.
The same assessment described above in terms of temperature is shown in terms
of radiance in Fig. 6.8 and Table 6.4. The TIRS requirement for radiometric un-
certainty during calibration is defined between 260 and 330 K as less than 2% [66].
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TABLE 6.3: Single Band Temperature Retrieval Error for MURI’s Fall
2019 Test Flight.
MURI Band RMSE (K) RMSE (%) Mean Error (K) Mean Error (%)
2 0.80 0.27 0.41 0.14
3 0.65 0.22 0.22 0.08
4 0.71 0.24 0.37 0.13
5 0.81 0.27 0.34 0.12
6 0.93 0.32 -0.10 0.03
FIGURE 6.8: Surface radiance emission calculations from MURI 2019
testflights.
DRS independently demonstrated that MURI is meeting this requirement[27][32].
However, taking the root mean squared error as an estimate for the uncertainty, it is
evident that this data is meeting this requirement even after applying compensation
using ancillary data.
TABLE 6.4: Surface radiance emission calculations from MURI 2019
testflights.
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6.5 Application of Split Window Algorithm on MURI Test-
flight Data
6.5.1 Description of Split Window Study
The 2019 testflight campaign was designed to overlap with Landsat8 TIRS overpass.
As seen in Table 6.1, five days and five targets had unobstructed coincidental flights.
However, the data from 9/3 lacks a reference measurement, as the Salton Sea buoy
was not reporting that day. The Salton Sea buoy was reporting on 10/7, meaning in
total, there are four days of overlap over five separate targets.
Coefficients for the Split Window algorithm were derived for both MURI and
TIRS using the method described in Chapter 4 1. While MURI testflights were per-
formed at 11000 ft, the coefficients were calculated for 12700 ft. Recall the Split Win-
dow equation is:


















+b7(Ti − Tj)2 (6.2)
where Ti is the brightness temperature calculated for the first of the two channels
(TIRS band 1, MURI band 5), and Tj is the brightness temperature calculated for the
second of the two channels (TIRS band 11, MURI band 6). ϵ is the average emissivity
between the two bands ( ϵi+ϵj2 ) and ∆ϵ is the difference between the emissivity of the
bands (∆ϵ = ϵi − ϵj). The system specific coefficients are defined as b0 through b7.
Images consisting of surface temperature retrievals using the Split Window ap-
proach were provided by Dr. Tania Kleynhans of the Rochester Institute of Tech-
nology. From these images, ROIs were identified around the areas where reference
surface temperatures were recorded, which can be seen in Figure 6.9. An average
number of pixels in each ROI is listed in Table 6.5. As the TIRS images are georefer-
enced, the ROIs are defined the same for Landsat TIRS bands 10 and 11.
MURI split window coefficients are listed in Table 6.6. The dataset used for this
analysis is described in Table 6.1. The results are broken down into two parts. The
1Coefficients provided by Dr. Tania Kleynhans of Rochester Institute of Technology
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FIGURE 6.9: Sample of Split Window retrieved surface temperatures
images from 2019 data set. Left: Ocean buoy targets off the coast
of Long Beach California, blue: buoy 46025, green: buoy 46222, red:
buoy 46253. Right: Salton Sea.
TABLE 6.5: ROI pixel counts for Landsat 8 TIRS SW temperature re-
trievals from 2019 coincidental flights with MURI.




first part describes the results in terms of just the targets recorded during the coinci-
dental flights with TIRS. For targets where there were multiple MURI flightlines over
the target, the average of the retrieved temperature was calculated and reported. The
second way the data is presented shows MURI performance across the entire list of
targets from Table 6.1.
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FIGURE 6.10: TIRS split window temperature retrieval from the 2019
coincidental overpass with MURI. TIRS retrieval shows a RMSE of
0.66 K.
6.5.2 Split Window Application Results
Figures 6.10 and 6.11 show the results of applying the Split Window algorithm to
MURI testflight data. The TIRS split window temperature retrieval shows a RMSE
of 0.66 K with an average absolute temperature difference of 0.12 K. MURI split win-
dow temperature retrieval shows a RMSE of 1.22 K with an average absolute tem-
perature difference of 0.81 K. With this approach, MURI is being outperformed by
TIRS, showing a RMSE of nearly double that of TIRS. For the cases of the Lake/Sea,
MURI appears to be predicting significantly higher temperatures than the reference
measurements, something that does not appear in the ocean buoy retrievals.
Figure 6.12 demonstrates the results of applying the split window algorithm to
all targets shown in Table 6.1. Again, it is noted that the Salton Sea retrieved temper-
ature is considerably higher than the reference measurement. The calculated RMSE
for this set is 1.4 K and the mean absolute temperature difference is 0.79 K, similar to
the subset above. Some of this error may be do to in flight calibration of the instru-
ment. Additional error may be due to the reference measurements, as both the buoy
and tidbit data loggers are accurate only within 0.5 K and 0.2 K respectively [68][6].
While MURI may not have met the standards of TIRS when applying the Split
Window algorithm during this testflight period, this examination does show that
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FIGURE 6.11: MURI split window temperature retrieval from the
2019 coincidental testflight with TIRS. MURI retrieval shows a RMSE
of 1.22 K.
FIGURE 6.12: MURI split window temperature retrieval from the
2019 testflights including small waterbody targets. Results show a
RMSE of 1.4 K.
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Split Window is a viable approach for retrieving surface temperature from MURI
data. Further refinement in the inflight calibration of the instrument, surface ref-
erence measurements, and post processing techniques will contribute to improve-
ments in the accuracy of the temperature retrieval.
6.6 Application of Temperature Emissivity Separation to MURI
Testflight Data
6.6.1 Description of Temperature Emissivity Separation Study
As described in Chapter 4, the Temperature Emissivity Separation algorithm re-
quires an appropriate atmospheric compensation approach and the calculation of
system specific coefficients. As shown in section 6.4.1, the chosen atmospheric ap-
proach is appropriate for temperature retrieval applications. Calculating the system
specific coefficients requires selecting a group of surface emissivities to regress the
coefficients that take MMD, defined in Eqn. 4.8, to minimum emissivity. The equa-
tion is defined as:
ϵmin = A0 + A1MMDA2 (6.3)
where A0, A1, and A2 are the coefficients of interest.
Four different collections of emissivities were chosen to calculate the MMD co-
effients. Each of these emissivities were calculated from the ECOSTRESS spectral li-
braries (formerly the ASTER database) reflectance measurements utilizing Kirchoff’s
law. A summary of the four sample sets can be found in Table 6.7. The first set
of emissivities is a collection of 53 samples from the ECOSTRESS spectral library
[5][62]. This subset, which is referred to as Method 1, is the same subset used to
train the TES algorithm used by ECOSTRESS and is most representative of natu-
rally occurring geologic end-members you would observe at remote sensing scales
of about 100 m. In addition to each of the samples, each sample is adjusted by a
vegetation fraction of 25%, 50%, and 75% using the conifer samples in the collection.
This way, the coefficients are trained on a dataset that includes representations of
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mixed pixels. The result is number of samples totally 209 emissivities from which
the coefficients from Eqn 6.3 are derived.
Method 2, or the second set of emissivities used to derive the TES coefficients,
takes the 53 samples from Method 1 (the ECOSTRESS subset) and adds in the re-
maining water types from the ECOSTRESS spectral library. Method 1 includes ice
and distilled water; this new set includes the water types: frost, seawater, and seafoam.
Again, each sample is adjusted by a vegetation fraction of 25%, 50%, and 75% using
the conifer samples. The result is a sample set of 221 samples.
Method 3 for calculating the coefficients utilizes the majority of the ECOSTRESS
database. As is convention for deriving TES coefficients, samples where max emis-
sivity within the MURI bandpasses is less than 90% were not included. TES is not
accurate for non-natural gray bodies that have max emissivities of less than 90%,
such as metals [36][69]. In total, 1659 samples meet the threshold for MURI. Method
4 utilizes the same samples from Method 3 with the added mixed pixel samples cre-
ated using the same method as Methods 1 and 2. Method 4 therefore has a total
sample size of 6633 emissivities. Table 6.8 shows the coefficients regressed using
each method.
TABLE 6.7: Description of the four different emissivity sample sets
used to calculate MURI TES coefficients
Method # Description Number of Samples
#1 ECOSTRESS subset 209
#2 ECOSTRESS +additional water samples 221
#3 Full ECOSTRESS database 1659
#4 Full ECOSTRESS database + vegetation fraction 6633
TABLE 6.8: Four different TES coefficients calculated using the meth-
ods described in 6.7 for MURI
Method # A0 A1 A2
#1 1.0096 0.7819 0.8008
#2 1.0117 0.7794 0.7921
#3 0.9902 0.7015 0.7497
#4 0.9976 0.7291 0.7807
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FIGURE 6.13: Mean water surface emissivity retrievals by MURI us-
ing four different sets of TES coefficients.
6.6.2 TES Application Results
The MURI image data used for this assessment is waterbody data from the October
testflight performed in 2019, specifically the data shown in Table 6.1 from 10/3, 10/4,
10/5, and 10/7. In addition, the stitched imagery of El Dorado East Regional Park
and JFTB pool from 10/4, described in Section 6.2.2, was used to evaluate MURI’s
performance with this method.
Figure 6.13 shows the TES retrieved emissivities for each of the four sets of coef-
ficients listed above while Figure 6.14 shows the TES temperature retrievals. Table
6.9 details the RMSE in the retrieved temperatures and emissivities. Overall results
indicate the application of the TES method on MURI data is capable of temperature
retrievals within a Kelvin. The results also show that emissivity retrieval of about
0.01 emisivity units is possible with the TES approach.
From these results, it is noted that Method 1 slightly outperforms Methods 2 and
4, while greatly outperforming Method 3, in retrieving surface temperature. Method
1 and 2 show similar performance in emissivity retrievals, outperforming Method 3
and 4.
The results here indicate that the Temperature Emissivity Separation algorithm
is a viable approach for this novel system. Water surface temperature retrievals are
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FIGURE 6.14: Water surface emissivity retrievals by MURI using four
different sets of TES coefficients.
TABLE 6.9: RMSE for emissivity and temperatures retrieved using
TES method on MURI 2019 testflight data.
Method # Temp. RMSE ϵ2 ϵ3 ϵ4 ϵ5 ϵ6
#1 0.70 0.014 0.012 0.009 0.002 0.007
#2 0.74 0.013 0.012 0.008 0.003 0.007
#3 1.35 0.033 0.038 0.029 0.022 0.024
#4 0.76 0.024 0.024 0.019 0.012 0.014
shown to be within 1 K of reference temperatures are possible, and emissivity re-
trievals are shown to be within 2% of database values. The results here indicate us-
ing the ECOSTRESS subset of natural materials outperforms the other approaches.
An explanation of why this is a reasonable result is exemplified in Table 6.10 and
Figure 6.15. For Methods 1 and 2, all samples fall within ± 0.039 of the regression
line. The regression line being derived using fewer samples means the approach will
be better suited to retrieving temperature and emissivity over similar surface types.
6.7 Spatial Performance Characterization
A preflight experiment was performed to assess MURI’s spatial response. A series
of images were recorded in lab of a slanted edge target set six degrees from the
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TABLE 6.10: Difference between regression line and emissivity sam-
ples for each method listed in Table 6.7





FIGURE 6.15: Relationship between ϵmin and MMD based on the re-
flectance spectra samples of Method 1 described in Table 6.7. All sam-
ples fall within ± 0.039 of the regression line.
along track direction. Forward motion was simulated using a rotary stage, and sin-
gle frames were recorded for each band using MURI’s back scan method, an example
of which can be seen in Figure 6.16.
This imagery allowed for the measurement of MURI’s Edge Spread Function
(ESF), which represents the system’s response to an edge. An ESF was derived from
each band using sfrmat4 [18]. This is accomplished by taking a subset of the image
containing only the edge, identifying the edge in each line of pixels, then projecting
each pixel onto a line perpendicular to the edge[54][100]. A visualization of this
approach can be seen in Figure 6.17. This approach allows for subpixel sampling of
the ESF. The ESF is then normalized to values between 0 and 1.
From the normalized ESF, the edge slope and edge extent were independently
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FIGURE 6.16: Single frame MURI band 5 lab recorded image of edge
target.
-
FIGURE 6.17: Edge Spread Function sampling and projection
method. This approach provides a super-sampled ESF.
determined by interpolating the ESF. The edge slope requirement for TIRS is de-
fined as the rate of change between 0.4 and 0.6 amplitude of the ESF. The edge ex-
tent requirement for TIRS is defined as the ground distance between the 0.1 and 0.9
amplitude of the ESF [100].
The edge slope and edge extent for MURI bands 5 and 6 can be directly compared
to TIRS measured values for edge slope and edge extent. TIRS spatial requirements
included an edge slope of > 0.7 pixels−1 (0.007 m−1) and an edge extent of < 150 m
[57]. In prelaunch measurements, TIRS demonstrated an along track edge slope of
0.53 pixels−1 and an edge extent of 234 m for the 10.9 µm band, and an edge slope
of 0.63 pixels−1 and edge extent of 184.3 m for the the 12 µm band [100]. As TIRS
has an approximate spatial resolution of 100 m, an edge extent of 234 m and 184.3 m
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TABLE 6.11: Lab Knife-edge Image Edge Spread Function Analysis






correspond to approximately 2.34 and 1.84 pixels respectively.
In order to compare the MURI spatial performance to TIRS performance, the per
meter edge extent must be converted to a per pixel measurement. MURI’s test flights
were performed at 3.35 km (11,000 ft). At this altitude, MURI has a ground sample
distance of 0.48 m. When projected to TIRS altitude of 705 km, MURI would have
a ground sample distance of approximately 100 m, which is equivalent to the TIRS
spatial resolution.
Edge slope and edge extent values for the lab knife-edge images are provided in
Table 6.11. The results show that in a lab setting, MURI bands 3 and 5 are exceeding
the prelaunch measurements of TIRS with an edge slope of 0.73 pixels−1 and 0.71
pixels−1, respectively (compared to TIRS band 10: 0.53 pixels−1 and TIRS band 11
0.63 pixels−1). MURI bands 3 and 5 are also exceeding TIRS prelaunch measure-
ments of edge extent (1.63 pixels for band 3 and 1.66 pixels for band 5 compared to
2.34 pixels for TIRS band 10 and 1.84 pixels for TIRS band 11). It should be noted
that band 3 and 5 are meeting the Landsat requirements for edge slope, but failing
to meet Landsat requirements for edge extent by about 10%.
Referring again to Table 6.11, MURI bands 2, 4, and 6 under-perform when com-
pared to MURI bands 3 and 5, TIRS bands 10 and 11, and to the TIRS requirements.
Considering MURI bands 2, 4, and 6 reside on a different array than MURI bands 3
and 5, as described in Chapter 2 and shown in Figure 6.3, the source of this under-
performance is likely focus-related and not related to the system design.
To assess MURI’s in-flight spatial performance, a target was selected from the
2019 testflight dataset from a MURI collect over Russell Ranch, California. Figure
6.18 shows the field chosen for this experiment. From the test-flight dataset, a single
MURI 14-frame stacked band 5 image acquired over the target was used to evaluate
MURI’s spatial response. Note that the lab target was recorded in the along track
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FIGURE 6.18: Right: 14 frames stacked MURI image recorded by Tam
1 in October of 2019 Russell Ranch California. Left: Selected edge
target for assessment of band 5 ESF.
direction while the target from the 2019 Russell Ranch dataset was recorded in the
cross track direction.
While the Russell Ranch target does contain defined edges, the target is not ideal
as the bright side of the edge shows a decrease in brightness away from edge. To
assess MURI’s ESF using this target, a Fermi function with an added linear term was
fit to the data. The adjusted Fermi function fit is defined as:




where, b1 can be equated to the mean value on the dark side of the ESF and b2
can be equated to the mean value on the bright side of the edge. The additional
linear term, b5x, is included due to the brightness on the bright side of the edge
being inconsistent [100]. Figure 6.19 shows the results of fitting the modified Fermi
function to the ESF produced using sfrmat4.
The ESF was normalized using the following equation:
f (x)normalized =
f (x)− b1 − b5x
b2 − b1
(6.5)
The mean value of the dark side (b1) and the linear term (b5x) are subtracted from
the Fermi fit ESF. The result is then divided by mean value of the bright side of the
edge (b2) with b1 subtracted out. The normalized Fermi Fit ESF for the Russell Ranch
data with edge slope and edge extent identified can be seen in Figure 6.20.
Table 6.12 shows the comparison between the airborne and lab measured ESF
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FIGURE 6.19: ESF and corresponding Fermi function fit for MURI
band 5 image subset over Russell Ranch, California.
FIGURE 6.20: Normalized Fermi fit ESF with edge slope and edge
extent for MURI band 5 over Russell Ranch 2019 target.
for MURI band 5 using the modified Fermi function fit method. The results show
that in a lab setting, MURI is exceeding the prelaunch measurements of TIRS with
an edge slope of 0.71 pixels−1 and an edge extent of 1.55 pixels. The system sees a
drop in spatial response when airborne, resulting in an edge slope of less than half
of what was recorded in the lab (0.33 pixels−1) and an edge extent of nearly double
the lab measured value (3.24 pixels). Although the loss is present, some of this loss
of spatial response can be attributed to the movement of the aircraft, which would
not affect a satellite system.
An additional spatial response examination was performed on data collected
during testflights performed in 2020. This examination focused on two MURI im-
ages. The first is a single frame, unstacked image. The second is a 14 frames stacked
image, stitched with an approach that utilized SIFT features to identify common
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TABLE 6.12: MURI band 5 ESF analysis using modified Fermi func-
tion
Image Data Description Edge Slope (pixels−1) Edge Extent (pixels)
Lab: Single Frame 0.71 1.55
Airborne: 14 Frames Stacked 0.33 3.24
FIGURE 6.21: Left: MURI band 5 image subset of restaurant roof
chosen as edge target for analysis of spatial response. Image was
recorded during the Fall 2020 collect in Cypress, California. The two
types of material on the restaurant roof provides a high contrast tar-
get. Right: Google maps image of the target.
features between the sets of 14 frames stacked image. The chosen target for both
images, which can be seen in Fig. 6.21, is the roof edge of a restaurant in Long Beach
Center, just North of the El Dorado East Regional Park.
For this examination, the band 5 ESF was examined directly and did not require
use of the Fermi function approach. The results of the ESF assessment can be seen in
Table 6.13. As was seen with the Russell Ranch dataset, there is a large drop in spatial
response between the lab data and the airborne data. While there is a drop between
the airborne single frame and the 14 frames stacked, this drop is smaller than the
drop between lab and airborne. It should be noted that DRS did not finely focus
the optics for the 2020 testflight, compared to the 2019 dataset, as demonstration of
spatial performance was not the objective of the mission. Regardless, this serves to
demonstrate the expected drop between the airborne single frame data, and the 14
frames stacked and stitched images from MURI’s airborne instrument.
TABLE 6.13: MURI band 5 ESF analysis using data from 2020 dataset.
Image Data Description Edge Slope (pixels−1) Edge Extent (pixels)
Lab: Single Frame 0.71 1.66
Airborne: Single Frame 0.28 3.72
Airborne: 14 Frames Stacked 0.22 4.47
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6.8 Conclusions
The studies depicted here demonstrate the inflight capabilities of the MURI sys-
tem. The initial radiometric accuracy and surface temperature estimations served
to validate the MURI system, testflight operation, and the atmospheric compensa-
tion approach. The application of the Split Window technique exhibits the ability
for a thermal infrared uncooled microbolometer focal plane array based system to
retrieve surface temperature without the use of atmospheric compensation. While
the approach did not meet the performance of Landsat 8 TIRS, MURI did show tem-
perature retrievals close to within 1 K.
The results of applying the Temperature Emissivity Separation method on MURI
data show that temperature retrievals of within 1 K of the target temperature and
surface emissivity retrievals of within 0.01 are possible with this approach. Further,
the examinations demonstrated the importance of choosing the spectra that are used
to regress the minimum emissivity/MMD equation. For both the SW and TES ap-
proaches, additional surface types could be examined to further demonstrate the
system’s temperature and emissivity retrieval capabilities.
The spatial response demonstration shows how MURI behaves in both ideal and
non-ideal scenarios. The data recorded in lab shows the ability of the MURI sys-
tem to meet TIRS standards. Additionally, it is demonstrated that the inflight loss
in spatial response due to stacking frames using MURI’s backscanning method is
considerably less than the loss due to aircraft movement. This indicates that a po-
tential satellite system, which is a more stable platform, would not experience the
same level of loss. For a more accurate representation of the system’s capabilities,




Throughout this thesis, the focus has been on identifying and assessing the perfor-
mance of environmental applications for a novel uncooled multispectral imaging
system. The work developed into investigating two specific environmental appli-
cations: detection of enhanced atmospheric methane and surface temperature re-
trieval. In investigating the detection of enhanced levels of atmospheric CH4, a
novel approach to detecting methane with two thermal infrared bands was defined,
the Normalized Differential Methane Index. When compared to the Matched Filter
Approach, NDMI demonstrated similar levels of accuracy in some scenarios to the
Matched Filter while using two bands compared to the Matched Filter’s six. Draw-
backs of the NDMI approach were identified, specifically the approach’s sensitivity
to drastic changes in surface temperature and surface emissivity. This work served
to demonstrate that a thermal infrared multispectral uncooled system is capable of
detecting elevated CH4 with only a single spectral band allocated to CH4 absorp-
tion features. Further, scenarios where detection is possible were predicted using
simulated data produced using a combination of real hyperspectral data and MOD-
TRAN. The initial studies revealed the system is capable of detecting a 20 m thick
CH4 plume of 10-20 ppm above background levels when column water vapor is low
using both the NDMI and matched filter approaches. Further investigation showed
how column water vapor and system noise can mask CH4 plume signal, such that
a 30 ppm plume may be undetectable when system noise and column water va-
por is high. Finally, a new system was proposed to improve CH4 detection using the
matched filter. The MURI+ system, with two additional bands and a modified MURI
band 1 was able to identify pixels with enhanced levels of atmospheric methane in
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over twice as many cases as MURI.
Efforts to characterize the temperature retrieval capabilities of the novel system
lead to the identification and evaluation of two temperature retrieval approaches:
the two band Split Window and the five band Temperature Emissivity Separation
algorithms. In applying the approaches to simulated data, we were able to predict
the performance of the system before the completion of the testflight instrument.
Additionally, an appropriate atmospheric compensation approach was identified for
the system. The application of the SW algorithm allowed us the ability to directly
compare the system to Landsat8 TIRS. Although the system was outperformed by
TIRS during the first round of testflights (RMSE of 0.66 K for TIRS compared to
1.22 K for MURI), the investigation did indicate that SW was a viable approach for
retrieving surface temperature. Application of the TES algorithm provided evidence
that the system was capable of retrieving surface emissivity within 2% of database
values while retrieving temperatures within 1 K of surface reference measurements.
An evaluation into the calculation of TES coefficients revealed a subset of naturally
occurring surface emissivities outperform coefficients calculated using a wider array
of emissivity measurements.
Overall efforts to validate the MURI system’s inflight performance were gener-
ally successful. Spatially, the system outperforms TIRS performance in lab, showing
an edge slope of 0.71 pixels− to TIRS band 10’s 0.53 pixels− and IRS band 11 0.63
pixels− and an edge extent of 1.66 pixels for MURI band 5 compared to 2.34 pixels
for TIRS band 10 and 1.84 pixels for TIRS band 11. However, inflight performance
demonstrated significant loss possibly due to the movement of the aircraft. The
slight shift in the as-built band 1 filter did leave the band sensitive to atmospheric
water vapor and likely contributed to the band’s inflight performance being dom-
inated by the atmosphere. Additionally, band 1 may experience lower sensitivity
due to its relatively narrow bandpass. The other bands, however, were able to be
tested against reference measurements and demonstrated agreement with reference
temperatures after atmospheric compensation.
The work detailed in this thesis served to demonstrate the that MURI system
is viable for temperature and emissivity retrieval and has potential for detection of




There are three avenues for future work branching from the efforts presented in
this thesis. First, while this thesis focused primarily on environmental applications
based around bands 1, 5, and 6, bands 2, 3, and 4 have potential for environmental
applications that have yet to be investigated, as to do so was outside the scope of this
thesis. Bands 2 and 3 are designated to overlap with known SO2 absorption features,
an investigation of the system’s ability to detect or characterize SO2 plumes was be-
yond the scope of this thesis. However, assessment of detection methods such as the
matched filter or an approach similar to NDMI could demonstrate the system’s abil-
ity to provide useful data in volcanic emission or SO2 centered applications. Further,
the system is designed for surface mineral identification and vegetation monitoring.
Application of the TES algorithm is a potential first step for both of these applica-
tions, yet there is room to further investigate MURI’s ability to provide valuable data
for these functions. As the system has demonstrated the ability to retrieve surface
temperature and emissivity, examining the system’s potential to be useful in evapo-
transpiration and water stress monitoring applications should be a focus of further
investigations.
Second, further analysis of the NDMI method on real data would provide addi-
tional validation for the MURI system and the CH4 detection approach. As the con-
trolled release experiment had to be cancelled due to extraneous circumstances, that
experiment could be performed once it is deemed safe to conduct. The apparatus for
the experiment has been designed and the experiment outlined, what work remains
is to construct the apparatus and conduct the experiment. The controlled release ex-
periment would provide the chance to apply the NDMI approach to real data with
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a known quantity of CH4. Ideally, construction of a system similar to MURI with
a band 1 filter closer to the specified filter could help to test the method without
the added difficulty of high sensitivity to the water absorption features shown to be
present in the constructed band 1 filter.
Third, further testflights of the MURI system provide additional opportunities to
test methods and identify new applications. The RIT MURI team has continued to
support testflights of the system, and are continuing to investigate temperature and
emissivity retrieval as presented in this thesis.
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